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10. Standard declarations 
a) A "standard declaration" is one of' the constituent d~cla.rations of' 
the standard-prelude {2._1 .b} {; it is either an 11enviro~ent enquiry", 
supplying inf'ormation concerning a specif'ic property of' the implementation 
( 2 .3 .c) , a II standard priority" or II standard operation 11 , a II standard 
mathematical constant or f'unction 11 , a "synchronization operation" or a 
11transput declaration"}. 
b) A representation o:f the standard-prelude is obtained by altering 
each form in 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 in the f'ollowing steps: 
Step 1: Each sequence of' s;ymbols between { and fin a given f'orm is 
altered in the f'ollowing steps: 
Step 1.1: If' D occurs in the given sequence o:f s;ymbols, then the given 
sequence is replaced by a chain o:f a sufficient number of' sequences 
separated by comma-symbols; the :first new seq1.1.ence is a copy o:f the 
given sequence in which copy Dis deleted; the n-th new sequence, 
n > 1, is a copy of' the given sequence in which copy Dis replaced 
by a sub-s;ymbol :followed by n-2 comma-symbols f'ollowed by a bus-
s;ymbol; 
Step 1.2: If, in the given sequence of' symbols, as possibly modif'ied 
,,· 
in Step 1.1, Lint (L reaZ or f. aompZ) occurs, then that sequence 
is replaced by a chain o:f int 'lengths {10.1.a} (reaZ 'lengths {10.1.c}) 
sequences separated by corona-symbols, the n-th new sequence being a 
copy of the given sequence in which copy each occurrence o:f L(L) 
has been replaced by (n-1) times Zong(Zong); 
Step 2: Each occurrence o:f { and fin a given :form, as possibly 
modified in Step 1, is deleted; 
Step 3: If, in a given :form, as possibly modified in Steps 1 and 2, 
L int (L reaZ or L aompZ, L bits,L bytes, both L int and L reaZ or 
both f int and L aompZ) occurs, then the form is replaced by a sequence 
of int Zenghts {10.1.a} (reaZ Zenghts {10.1.c}, bits widths {10.1.:f}, 
bytes widths {10.1.j},the minimum of int Zenghts and reaZ Zenghts) 
new :forms; the n-th new form is a copy o:f the given form in which copy 
each occurrence ot L(I!_, !f, S) is replaced by (n-1) times 
Zang (l2!!£L, Zen?., short) ; 
_. - Ste;p 4: ·If.}? oc:~urs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the 
. •,. ,• {'~ ' .• ' ~ 
· · _ 9fl;-~ps _ al>;ove, t;nen the form is replaced by four new forms obtained by 
-_ :, ,--~~rJ-~fJk.i{£., c¥si~te.ntly throughout the form by either - or + or x o~ / ; 
· ·-st'ep-_ 5~' If: Q oc;fu.s in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the'. 
,:~ •, .-~ . 
Steps abpye, then the form is replaced by four new forms obtained by 
replacing Q consistently throughout the form by either minus or pZus 
or times.or~; 
Step 6: If R occurs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the 
Steps above, then the form is replaced by six new forms obtained by 
replacing!!_ consistently throughout the form by either< or$ or= or 
-/- or 2! or > ; 
Step 7: Each occurrence of Fin any form, as possibly modified or made 
in the Steps above, is replaced by a representation of the 
letter-aleph-symbol { 1 • 1 • 1 .n, 5 • 5 .8} ·; 
Step 8: If, in some form, as possibly modified or made in the Steps above, 
% occurs followed by the representation of an identifier (field-selector, 
indication) , then that occurrence of % is deleted and each occurrence 
of the representation of that id_entifier (field-selector, indication) 
in any form is replaced by the representation of one same identifier 
(field-selector, indication) which does not occur elsewhere in a form, 
and Step 8 is taken; 
Step 9: If a representation of a comment occurs in any form, as possibly 
modified or made in the Steps above, then this representation is 
replaced by a representation of an actual-declarer or closed-clause 
suggested by the comment ; 
Step 10: If, in any form, as possibly modified or made in the Steps above, 
a representation of a routine-denotation occurs whose elaboration in-
volves the manipulation of real numbers, then this denotation may 
be replaced by any other denotation whose elaboration has approximately 
the same effect {; the degree of approximation is left undefined in this 
Report (see also 2.2.3.1.c) } ; 
Step 11: The standard-prelude is that declaration-prelude whose represent-
ation is the same as the sequence of all the forms, as possibly modified 
or made in the Steps above. 
{]he declarations in this Chapter are intended to describe their effect 
clearly. The effect may very well be obtained by a more efficient method.} 
10. 1 • Environment enquiries 
a.) int int Zengths = a the number of different Zengths of integers a; - - -
b) L int L max int = E.. the Zargest L integraZ vaZue .£ ; 
c) int reaZ Zengths = 
E.. the number of different Zengths of reaZ numbers.£; 
d) L reaZ L max reaZ = E.. the Zargest L reaZ vaZue .£; 
e) L reaZ L smaZZ reaZ = .£ the smaZZest L reaZ vaZue suah that both 
L1 + L smaZZ reaZ > L1 and L1 - L smaZZ reaZ < L1 .£ ; 
f) int bits widths= 
E.. the number of different widths of bits f!_; 
g) int L bits width= 
E.. the number of eZements in L bits; see!!_ bits {10.2.8.a} £; 
h) !?.12. abs = ( ahar a) int : 
E.. the integraZ equivaZent of the aharaater 'a' E_ ; 
i) !?.12. rep_r = ( int a) ahar : 
a that aharaater 'x', if it exists, for whiah abs x =a£; 
j) int bytes widths = 
£ the number of different widths of bytes£; 
k) int L bytes width = 
f!_ the number of eZements in L bytes; see L butes {10.2.9.a} £; 
l) ahar nuZZ aharaater = a some aharaater £; 
10.2. Standard priorities and operations 
10.2.0. Standard priorities 
a) priority minus = 1, pZus = 1, times = 1, ~ = 1, modb = 1, prus = 1, 
v· = 2, A = J, - - 4, 'f = 4, < = 5, $ = 5, ::?: = 5, > = 5, - = 6, 
+ = 6, x = 7, + = ?, +: = ?, /= ?,, eZem = 7, t = 8, Zwb = 8, u'£b = 8, 
l!:!!!_ =. 8, ups = 8, .1. = 9 ; 
10.2.1. Rows and associated operations 
a) mode % ~ = £ an actual-declarer specifying a mode united from 
~{4.4 .. 3.a} aZZ modes beginning with 'row of'.£; 
10 .2 .1 • continued 
b) EE. Z.wb = (int n, ~ a)int : £ the Z.ower bound in the n-th quintupZ.e 
of the descriptor of the vaZ.ue of 'a', if that quintupZ.e exists£; 
c) EE. upb = (int n, ~ a)int : £ the upper bound in the n-th quintupZ.e 
. of the descriptor of the vaZ.ue of 'a', if that quintupZ.e exists£; 
d) EE. Z.ws = (int n, ~ a)booZ. : £ true (faZse) if the lower state in 
the n~th quint;uple of the descriptor of the value of 'a' equaZ.s 
7(0), if that quintupZ.e exists£; 
e) EI!.. ups = (int n, !:E!!lE. a)booZ. : £ true (faZse) if the upper state in 
then-th quintupZ.e of the descriptor of the vaZ.ue of 'a' equaZ.s 
7(0), if that quintupZ.e exists£; 
f') EE. Z.wb = (rows a)int : 7 Z.wb a ; 
g) EI!.. upb = (rows a)int : 7 upb a ; 
h) EI!.. Zws = (rows a)booZ. : 7 Z.ws a ; 
i) EI!.. ups = (rows a)booZ. : 7 ups a ; 
10.2.2. Operations on boolean operands 
a) EP._ V = (booZ. a, b)booZ. : (a I true I b); 
b) EP._ A = (booZ. ·fZ, ·b)bool.: (a lb I faZ.se); 
c) EI!.. --, = (boo 7, a) boo 7, : (a I faZ.se I true); 
d) EI!..== (booZ. a, b)booZ.: (a Ab) v f-iaA -.b J . , 
e) EI!.. # = (boo 7, a, b) boo 7, : --, ( a = b) . , 
i') EE. abs = (boo 7, a) int : (a I 7 I 0); 
10.2.3. Operations on integral operands 
a) EE. < = (L int a, b)booZ. : £ true if the vaZ.ue of 'a' is smaUer than 
that of 'b' and faZ.se otherwise£; {2.2.3.1.c} 
b) EE. s = (L int a, b)booZ. : --,(b < a) ; 
c) EE.= = (L int a, b)booZ. : a s b A b s a ; 
d) EE..#= (Lint a, b)booZ. : -,(a = b) ; 
e) EP.. :?: = (L int a, b)booZ. : b s a ; 
f') EE.. > = (L int a, b)booZ. : b < a ; 
g) fE. - = (L int a, b) E. int : £ the vaZ.ue of 'a I minus that of 'b' £; 
{2 .2. 3 • 1 • C} 
10.2.3. continued 
h) EE. - = (L int a) L int : LO - a ; 
i) EE. + = (L int a, b) L int : a - - b .,; 
j ) EE. + = ( L int a) L int : a ; 
k) EE. abs = (L int a) L int : ( a < LO I -a I a) ; 
l) EE. x = (L int a, b) L int : (L :f:!!:! s := LO, i := abs b ; 
whi Ze i ~ L 1 do ( s : = s + a ; i : = i - L 1) ; (b < LO I -s I s J) ; 
m) EE. t = (L int a, b) L int : 
(b ::J LO I L int q : = LO., r : = abs a ; 
whiZe(r := r - abs b) ~ LO do q := q + ·L 1 ; 
(a< LO Ab~ !!_0 v a~ LO Ab< LO I -q I q)); 
n) EE. t : = ( L int a, b) L int : a - a t b x b + ( a < 0 I abs b I O) ; 
o) EE. / = (L int a, b} L reaZ : (!!_ reaZ a = a, d = b; a I d) ; 
p) EE. t = (L int a, int b) L int : 
(b ~ O I L int p := !!_ 1; to b do p := p x a; p) ; 
q) EE. Zeng = (L int a} Zong L int : !!.. the Zong L integraZ vaZue equivaZent 
to the vaZue of 'a'!!..; {2.2.3.1.d} 
r) EE. short= (lE!::!9..f. int a) Lint:£ the L integraZ vaZue., if'it exists, 
equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a'!!_; {2.2.3.1.d} 
s) EE. odd= (Lint a)booZ : abs a+: L2 = L1; 
t) EE. sia_n = ( L int a) int : ( a > LO I 7 I : a < LO I -1 I O) ; 
u) EE. .L = (L int a, b) !:_ oompZ : (a, b) ; 
10.2.4. Operations on real operands 
a) EE_ < = (!!_ reaZ a, b)booZ : !!_ true if the vaZue of 'a' is 






EE. $ = 
EE = = 
EE. ::J = 
EE ~ = 
EE. > = 
(L re.aZ a, 
(L reaZ a, 
(L reaZ a, 
(L reaZ a, 
(!:_ reaZ a, 
b)booZ : -i(b < a) ; 
b)booZ: a$ b Ab~ a; 
b)booZ: -;-,(a F b).,; 
b) boo Z : b $ a ; 
b) boo Z : b < a ; 
g) EE_ - = (L reaZ a, b) L reaZ : !!.. the vaZue of 'a' minus that of 'b' a 
{2.2.3.1.c}; 
h) EE - = (L reaZ a) L reaZ : LO - a ; 
10.2.4. continued 
i) 212. + = ( L reaZ a, b) L reaZ : a - - b ; 
j ) 212. + = ( L rea Z a) L rea Z : a ; 
k) 212. abs = (L reaZ a) L reaZ : (a < LO l -a I a) ; 
1) 2E. x = (L reaZ a, b) L reaZ : £ the vaZue of 'a' times that of 'b' £ ; 
{ 2 .2. 3 • 1 .c } 
m) EE. I = (L reaZ a, b) !:_ reaZ : c the vaZue of 'a' divided by that of 
'b I E._ ; {2 .2 .3 • 1 .c} 
n) EE_ Zeng_ = (L reaZ a) lE!:!fJ_ L reaZ : 
E.. the Zong L reaZ vaZue equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a' E._ ;" {2.2.3.1.d} 
o) EE_ short = (Zong L reaZ a) L reaZ : £ the L reaZ vaZue, if it 
exists, equivaZent to the vaZue of 'a' E.. ; {2.2.3.1.d} 
p) 9.12. round = (L reaZ a) L int : £ a L integraZ vaZue, if one exists, 
equivaZent to a L reaZ vaZue differing by not more than one-haZf 
from the vaZue of 'a' E.. ; 
q) EJ2. sign = (L reaZ aJint : ( a > LO I 1 I : a < LO l -1 I 0) ; 
r) 9.12. entier = (L reaZ a) L int : (L int j := LO ; 
(j ~ a I e: j := j + !:_7; (j ~ a I e I j - L7) 
f: i := i - !:_7; (j > a If I jJJJ; 
s) 9.12. .L = (L rieaZ a, b) L compZ : (a, b) ; 
10.2.5. Operations on arithmetic operands 
a) 9.12. p = (L real, a, Lint b) L reaZ . (L reaZ c = b; -- . 
b) 9.12. p = (L int a, L reaZ b) L reaZ . (L reaZ c = a; --- . 
a Pc) 
c Pb) 
c) 9.12. R = (L rieaZ a, Lint b) booZ . (L reaZ c = b; a R c) ; . 
d) 9.12. R = (L int a, L reaZ b) booZ . (L rieaZ c = a; c R b) ; . 
e) 9.12. .L = (L rieaZ a, L int b) L oom'/2,Z : (L reaZ a = b; a .L c) 
:f) 9.12. .L = (L int a, L reaZ b) L CO'JJ!E.Z : (L reaZ a = a; a .L b) 
g) 9.12. t = (L reaZ a, int b) L rieaZ : (L reaZ p := L 1 • --· - _., 
to abs b do p := p X a; (b ;;: O -- - I p I L1 Ip)) ; 
10.2.6. Operations on character operands 
a) EE.< = (char a, b) booZ : abs a< abs b . {10.1.h} ., ,. 
b) op ~ = (char ~, b) booZ : -i(b < a) ; 
c) op== (char a, b) booZ : a~ b Ab ~ a ; 






e) 9E... ~ = (ahar a., b) boot : b ::; a 
f') 9E... > = (char a., b) boot : b < a 
; 
. ., 
10.2.7. Complex structures and associated operations 
a) struat L aompl, = (L real, re., im) ; 
b) 9E... £2.. = (L aompi a) L reai : ·re Ef. a ; 
c) 9E... im = (L aompl, a) L real, : im Q[_ a ; 
d) 9E... abs = (L aompl, a) L real, : L sqrt(re a t 2 + im a t 2) ; 
e) £:E,_ q£!!.j_ = (L aorrpl, a) L aompl, : £2.. a .L - im a ; 
f) 9E... = = (L aompl, a., b) bool, : £2.. a = £2.. b A im a = im b ; 





£12.. + = 
2E.. - = 
2E.. + = 
2E.. - = 
(L aompl, a) L aompi . a ; . 
(L aompl, a) L aompi :- re a .L - im a · - ., 
(L aompl, a., b) L aompl, : (re a + £2.. b) .L (im a+ im b) 
(L aompl, a., b) L aompl, . (re a - £2.. b) .L (im a - im b) . 
1) 9E... x = (L aompl, a., b) L aompl, : 
(£2.. a x £2.. b - im a x im b) .L (re a x im b + im a x re b) ; 
m) £Q_ I = (L aompl, a., b) f. aonpl, : 
(L real, d = £2..(b x aon.i b) ; L aompZ n = a x aon,j b ; 
( re n I d) .L ( im n I d)) ; 
n) 9E... Zeng = (L aompl, a) 12!!fL L aompl, : Zeng ~ a .L ~ im a ; 
. ., 
. ., 
o) 9E,_ short= (l2!!£L L aompl, a) L aompl, : short~ a J. short im a ; 
p) 912.. P = (L aompl, a.,. L int b) L aompl, : (L aompl, a = b; a P a) ; 
q) 9E,_ P = (L aompl, a, L real, b) L aompl, : (L aompl, a = b; a P a) ; 
r) 2E.. P =(Lint a., L aompl, b) L aompl,: (L aompl, a= a; a g_ b); 
s) £12.. P = (L real, a., L aompl, b) L aompl, : . (L aompi a = a;' a g_ b) ; 
t) 2E,_ t = (L aompl, a., int b) L aompl, : (L _ aompl, .P := L 7 ; 
to abs b do p := p x a ; (b ~ O I p I L 7 I p)) ; 
10.2.8. Bits structures and associated operations 
a) struat L bits= ([7: L bits width] boot L F); {See 10.1.g} 
{llie field-selector is hidden f'rom the user in order that he may 
not break open the structure ; in particular, he may not subscript 
the field. } 
10.2.8. continued 
b) 212.. = = (L bits a., b) bool, : 
(for i to L bits width do ((L F E.f. a)[i] -/- (L F E.f. b)[i] I Z,J ; 
true • Z,: fal,se); 
c) EE..-/- = (L bits a., b) booZ, : -{a = b) ; 
d) EE.. v =:= (L bits a., b) L bits : 
(L bits a ; for i to L bits width do 
(L F E.f. a)[i] := (L F E.f. a}[i] v (L F E.f. b}[i]; a); 
e) 212.. A = (L bits a., b) L bits : 
"(L bits a ; for i to L bits width do 
(L F 21. a)[i] := (L F E.f. a)[i] A (L F E.f. b)[i] ; a) ; 
f') EE. $ = (L bits a., b) bool, : (a v b) = b ; 
g) EE.. ~ = ( L bi ts a., b) boo Z, : b $ a ; 
h) QE.. t = (L bits a., int b) L bits : 
ii. abs b $ L bits width then bits a := a ; to abs b do 
(b > 0 I for i from 2 to L bits width do (L F Qi a)[i-7] := 
(L F E.f. a)[i]; (L F E.f. a)[L bits width] := fal,se I 
for i f!£J!1. L bits width £Ji. -7 to 2 do (L F Qi a) [ i] := 
(L F £i. a)[i-7] ; (L F £i. a)[7] := fal,se) ; a fi_; 
i) QE_ abs = (L bits a) L int : 
(L int a := LO ; for i to L bits width do 
a := L2 x a + abs(L F E.f. a)[i] ; a) ; 
j ) EE.. bin = ( L int a) L bi ts : :!:[_ a > 0 then 
L int b := a ; L bits a ; for i from L bits width 0,1_ -7 to 7 do 
( ( L F E.f. a) [ i] : = odd b ; b : = b ..- L2) ; a fi_ ; 
k) EE. el,em = (int a., L bits b) bool, : (L F £f_ b)[a] ; 
1) QE.. L btb = ([ 7:] bool, a) L bits : 
(int n = upb a; (n $ L bits width If. bits a; 
for i to L bits width do (L F Qi a)[i] := (i $ L bits width -nlfal,sel 
a [i - L bits width+ n]); a)); 
10.2.9. Bytes and associated operations 
a) struat L bytes= {[7: L bytes width] ahar L F); {S7e 10.2.8.a and 
· 10. 1.k} 
b) ~212.. < = (L bytes a., b) booi. : (string := a) < (string := b) . ., 
c) EE..$ = (L bytes a., b) bool, : -, {b < a) . .., 
d) EE..== (L bytes a., b) bool, . a,$b11bs.a; . 
10.2.9. continued 
e) EE.¥= (L bytes a, b) booZ :-, (a = b) ; 
f) EE. :?: = (L bytes a, b) booZ : b :s; a ; 
g) EE.. > = (L bytes a, b) booZ : b < a ; 
h) EE.. eZem = (int a, L bytes b) ahar: (L F £1..b)[a]; 
i) EE.. L atb = (string a) L bytes : 
(int n = upb a; (n :s; L bytes width IL bytes a; 
for i to L bytes width do (L F £1.. a)[i] := 
(i :s; n l a[i] I nuZZ aharaater); a)); 
10.2.10. Strings and associated operations 
a) mode string = [ 7 : fZex] ahar ; 
b) EE.. < = (string a, b) booZ : 
(int m = upb a, n = upb b ; int p = (m < n I m I n), 






(a := a[iJ = b[iJ I: (i := i + 7) :s; p I~); 
(a Im< n I a[i] < b[i]))) ; 
EE.. :s; = (string a, b) booZ :-, (b <a); 
EE.== (stri'!2fl_ a, b) booZ . a:s;bAb:s;a . . ., 
912.. ¥ = (string a, b) booZ :-,(a=b) . , 
EE. ;?: = (string a, b) booZ . b :s; a; . 
EE. > = (string a, b) booZ: b <a; 
h) a R a) ; EE. R = (string a, ahar b) booZ . (string a= b . . , 
i) a !J.. b) ; EE. R = (ahar a, string b) booZ . (string a = a ; . 
j) EE..+= (string a, b) string: 




EE. + = 
.eP. + = 
. . m] := a ; a[m + 7 
(string a, ahar b) 
(ahar a, string b) 
. m + n] := b; a) ; . 
string . (string s = b . . ., 
string . (string s = a . . , 
a+ s) 
s + b) 
. ., 
; 
{The operations defined in b, h and i imply that if' abs "a 11 < abs '''b 11 -- -- , 
then '"' < "a 11 ; "a" < "b" ; "aa" < "ab" ; "aa" < "ba" ; "ab" < ''b 11 • } 
10.2.11. Operations combined with assignations 
a) ~ minus = (re.f L int a, L int b) re.f L int : a := a - b ; 
b) ,ep_ minus = (re.f i, reaZ a, L reaZ b) ref L reaZ: a := a - b; 
c) ,ep_ minus = (ref!:.. aompZ a, L aompZ b) ref L aompZ : a := a - b ; 
10.2.11 •. continue~ 
d) Q£ pZus = {refi L int a, L int b) ref L int : a := a + b ; 
e) 912. plus = (ref L real a, L real b) ref L real : a := a + b ; 
f) 912. plus = {ref L compZ a, L compZ b) ref L cornpZ : a := a + b ; 
g) (ref L int a, L int b) ref L. int : a := a x b ; 912. times = 
h) {ref L real a, L real b) ref L real : a := a x b ; 912. times = 
i) {ref L compZ a, L corrpZ b) ref L compZ : a := a x b ; 912.. times = 
j) 912. over = {ref L int a, L int b) ref L int : a := a ..- b ; 
k) 912. modb = (ref L int a, L int b) ref L int·: a := a ..-: b ; 
l) 912. over = (ref L real a, I!_ real b) ref L real : a := a I b ; 
m) 912. over = {ref 1=_ corrrpZ a, L corrrpZ b) ref L corrrpZ : a := a I b ; 
n) qp Q_ = (ref L real a, L int b) ref L real : a Q (f real := b) ; 
o) 02.. Q_ = (ref L conrpZ a, L int b) ref L conrpZ : a .Q. (L corrpZ := b) ; 
p) 02.. Q_ = (ref L conrpZ a, L real b) ref L conrpZ : a .Q. (L compZ := b) ; 
q.) 02.. plus = (ref string a, string b) ref string : a := a + b ; 
r) 02.. pr.us = (ref string a, string b) ref string : a := b + a ; 
s) 02.. plus = (ref string a, char b) ref string : a := a + b ; 
t) 02.. prus = {ref string a, char b) ref string : a := b + a ; 
10.3, Standard mathematical constants and functions 
a) L real L pi = ::!_ a L real value cZose to 1r ; see Math. of Comp. 
v. 16, 1962, pp. 80-99 f:!..; 
b) proc L sqrt = (l!_ real x) L real : Q. if x ~ O, a L real value 
cZose to the square root of 'x' c ; 
c) proc L e:x:p = (!:.._ real x) L real : ::!.. a L real value, if ~ne exists, 
cZose to .the e:x:ponentiaZ function of 'x' ::!.. ; 
d) proc L Zn = (!:.._ real x) !:.._ real : ::!.. a L real value, if one exists, 
· cZose to the natural logarithm of 'x' ::!.. ; 
e) proc L cos= (L real x) L real: ca L real value close to the --- --- -
cosine of 'x' ::!.. ; 
f) proc L arccos = (L real x) L real : ::!.. if abs x :,;; Ll, a L real 
value close to the inverse cosine of 'x', 
LO :;;; L arccos (x) :,;; L pi f!.. ; 
g) proc L sin = (L real x) L real : £ a L reaZ value close to the 
sine of 'x' c · _,
10 .3 • continued 
h) proa L arasin = (L reat x) L reat : £_ if abs x s L1, a L reat vatue 
atose to the inverse sine of 'x', abs L arasin(x) s L pi I L2 £_; 
i) proa L tan = (L reat x) L reat : 
£_ a L reat vatue, if one exists, atose to the tangent of 'x' £.; 
j) proa L aratan = (L real, x) L r>eat : 
£_ a L reat vatue atose to the inverse tangent of 'x', 
abs L aratan(x) s L pi I L2 £_ ,; 
k) proa L random = f reat ~ £ the next pseudo-random L reat vatue 
from a uniformty distributed sequenae on the interval, (LO, L1) £_ ; 
1) proa L set random = (L reat x) : (a the next aatt of L random is 
rrade to deZiver the vatue of 'x' £_; L random) ; 
10.4. Synchronization operations 
a) !212.. ~ = (ref :f:t!:1.. dijkstra) : (do(i:i.. dijkstra ;::· 1 then 
dijkstra minus 1,; t etse £_ if the atosed-statement reptaaing this 
aomment is aonta.ined in a unita.ry-phrase whiah is a aonsituent 
unita.ry-phrase of the smattest aottaterat-phrase, if any, beginning 
with a parattet-symbot and aontaining this atosed-statement, then 
the etaboration of that unitary-phrase is hatted {6.o.2.c} ; 
otherwise, the fut'ther etaboration is undefined£_ ti) ; t : skip) ; 
b) !212.. J!E_ = (ref int dijkstra) : (dijkstra ptus 1 ,; £ the etaboration 
is reswned of aU phrases whose etaboration is not terminated but 
is hatted beaause the name possessed by 'dijkstra' referred to a 
vatue sma.ZZer than one a) ; 
{See 2 .2 .5; f'or insight into the use of' down and J!E_, see E .w. Dijkstra, 
Cooperating Sequential Processes, EWD123, Tech. Univ. Eindhoven, 1965, 
and also 11.13. } 
10.5. Transput declarations {"So it does!" said Pooh. "It goes in!" 
"So it does!" said Piglet. 11And it comes out!" 
"Doesn't it?" said Eeyore. "Lt-·goes 'in 
and out like anything." 
Winnie-the-Pooh, 
10.5.0. Transput modes and straightening 
10.5.0.1. Transput modes 
a) mode % simpZout = union(4 L int *, 4 f r-eaZ ;J,, { L compZ ;J,, 
booZ, cho.::t', string) ; 
b) mode % outtype = union({ E_ L int ;J,, { D L reaZ ;J,, { D booZ *, 
{ D cho.::t' ;J,, { D outstruct ;j,); 
A.A. Milne.} 
c) mode% outstruct =can actuaZ-decZo.::t'er specifying a mode united -- .;;;..;.;.,;..;;..;~--- -
from {4.4.3 .a} aZZ modes, except that specified by tarrrt'o,f, 
which o.::t'e structza,ed from· {2.2.4.1.d} onZy modes from which the 
mode specified by outtype is united c; 
d) mode% tamrof = struct(string FF) ;{See the remarks under 5.5.8}; 
e) mode % intype = union(4 ref D L int }, f re.f D L '£f!.!!:1.. ;J,, 
-i: ref D booZ }, -i: ref J2 cho.::t' *, 'f ref D outstruct ;J,) ; 
10.5.0.2. Straightening 
a) EE.% straightout = (outtype x) [] simpZout: 
£ the resuZt of "straightening" 'x 1 £; 
b) EE. % straightin = (intuee x) [] ref simpZout : 
£ the resuZt of straightening 'x' £; 
The result of straightening a given value is a multiple value obtained 
in the following steps: 
Step 1: If the given value is (refers to) a value from whose mode that 
specified by simpZout is united, then the result is a new instance of 
a multiple value composed of a descriptor consisting of an offset 
1 and one quintuple (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and the given value as its only· 
element, and Step 4 is ta~en; 
Step 2: If the ·given value is (refers to) a multiple va~ue, then, letting 
n stand for the number of elements of that value t and y:. for the 
1 
refult of straightening its i-th element, Step 3 is taken; otherwise, 
letting n stand for the number of fields of the (of the value referred 
to by the) given value, and yi for the result of straightening its i-th 
field, Step 3 is taken; 
10.5.0.2. continued 
Step 3: If the given value is not (is) a name, then, letting mi stand for 
the number of elements of y., the result is a new instance of a multiple 
J. 
value composed of a descriptor consisting of an offset 1 and one 
quintuple (1, m1 + ••• + mn' 1, 1, 1) and elements, the 1-th of which, 
where l = m1 + ••• + ~-1 + j, is the (is the name referring to the) 
j-th element of yk fork= 1, ••• , n and j = 1, ••• , ~• 
Step 4: If the given value is not (is) a name, then the mode of the result 
is 'row of' ('row of reference to') followed by the mode specified by 
simpl.out. 
10.5.1. Channels and files 
{aa) "Channels", "backfiles" and files model the transput devices of 
the physical machine used in the implementation. 
bb) A channel corresponds to a device, e.g. a ca.rd reader or punch, 
a magnetic drum or disc, to part of a device, e.g. a piece of core 
memory, the keyboard 9f a teleprinter, or to a number of devices, e.g. 
a bank of tape units or even a set-up in nuclear physics the results 
of which are collected by the• computer. A channel has certain properties 
(10.5.1.1.d: 10.5.1.1.n). 
A "random access" channel is one for which set possible (10.5.1.1.e) 
is true, and a "sequential acces" channel is one for which set possible 
is false. 
The transput devices of some physical machine may be seen in more than 
one way as channels with properties. The choice made in an implement-
ation is a matter for individual taste. Some possible choices are given 
in table I. 
cc) All information on a given channel is to be found in a number of 
backfiles. A backfile (10.5.1.1.b) comprises a threedimensional array 
of integers (bytes of information), the book of the backfile; the lower 
bounds of the book are all one, the upperbounds are nonnegative integers, 
the ma,xpage, maxZine and maxaha.r of the backfile; furthermore, the back-
file comprizes the position of the "end of file", i.e. the page number, 
" 
line number and char number up to which the backfile is filled with in-
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64-char code a 48- or 64-character code 














































very large very large 
60 60 
144 144 
line-pr code I line-pr code 
1 1 
paper tape reader 
false I false 
false false 






















































dd) After the elaboration of the declaration of ahainbfiZe (10.5.1.1.c), 
all backfiles form the chains of backfiles referenced by ahainbfiZe, each 
backfile chained' to the next one by its field ne:ct. 
E.xa.mples: 
a) In a certain implementation, channel six is a line printer. 
It has no input information, ahainbfiZe [6] is initialized to 
refer to a backfile the book of which is an integer array with upper 
bounds 2000, 60 and 144 (2000 pages of continuous stationery), with 
both the current position and the end of file at (1, 1, 1) and next 
eg_ual to nil. All elements of the book are left undefined. 
b) Channel four is a drum, divided into 32 segments each being one page 
of 256 lines of 256 bytes • It has 32 backfiles of input information 
(the previous contents of the drum), so ahainbfiZe [4] is intialized to 
refer to the first backfile of a chain of 32 backfiles, the last one 
having next eg_ual to nil. Each of those backfiles has an end of file. 
at position (2, 1, 1). 
c) Channel twenty is a tape unit. It can accollllllOdate one tape at a time; 
one input tape is mounted. and another tape laid in readiness. Here, 
ahainbfiZe [20] is initialized to refer to a chain of two backfiles. 
Since it is part of the standard declarations, all input is part of the 
program, though not of the particular-program. 
ee) A file (10.5.1.2.a) is a structured value which comprizes a reference 
to a backfile, and the information necessary for the transput routines to 
work with that backfile. A backfile is associated with a file by means of 
open (10.5.1.2.b), areate (10.5.1.2.c) or estabUsh (10.5.1.2.d). ' 
A given channel can accommodate a certain number (10.5.1.1.n) of backfiles 
at any stage of the elaboration. The association is ended by means of 
saratah (10.5.1.2.u), aZose(10.5.1.2.s) or Zoak (10.5.1.2.t). 
ff) When a file is "opened" on a channel for which idf possibZe is 
false, then the first backfile is taken from the chain of bfiles for that 
channel, and is made the bfiZe of the file, obliterating.the previous 
backfile, if any, of the file. 
When,a file is opened on a channel for which idf possibZe is true, then 
the first backfile which has the given identification string is taken from 
the chain of backfiles for the channel; this backfile is made the bfiZe 
of the file. 
10.5.1. continued 2 
gg) When a file is "established" on a channel, then a backfile is 
generated (8.5) with a book of the given size, the given identification-
string and both the current position and the end of file at (1, 1, 1); 
when a file is "created" on a channel, then a file is established with 
a backfile the book of which has the maximum size for the channel and an 
empty string as its identification string. 
hh) When a file is "scratched", then its associated backfile is 
obliterated. 
ii) When a file is "closed", then first, if the given identification 
string is not empty, then the identification of the backfile of the file 
is replaced by that string; next, 
it is attached to the chain referenced by ohainbfiZe of the channel. 
Another file may now be opened with this backfile by a suitable call of 
open. 
jj) When a file is "locked", then first, if the given identification 
string is not empty, then the identification of the backfile of the file 
is replaced by that string; next, · 
it is attached to the chain referenced by ZookedbfiZe of the channel. 
No file can now be opened with this backfile. 
kk) A file comprizes some fields of. the mode 1procedure-boolean 1 , 
'procedure-with-reference-to-character-parameter-boolean' or 'procedure-
with-integral-pararneter-boolean', routines which are called when in 
transput certain error situations arise. 
After opening or creating a file~ the.routines provided yield the value 
false when called, but the programmer may assign other routines to those 
fields. If the elaboration of such a routine is terminated, then the trans-
put routine which called it can take no further action; otherwise, if it 
yields the value true, then it is assumed that the error situation has been 
remedied in some way, and, if possible, transput goes on, but if it yields 
the value false, then undefined is called, i.e., some sensible system action 
is taken (rr). 
These routines are: 
a) ~ogioaZ fiZe end, which is called when during input from a file on a 
sequential channel the end of file of its backfile is passed. If the 
routine yields the value true, then transput goes on, and if it yields 
false, then some sensible action is taken. 
'.~),t!!A(H!:H•,;:\f 1'1AT HE hA TISCH CE NTRUM 
£\MSTEROAM 
10.5.1. continued 3 
Example: 
The programmer wishes to count the number of integers on his input-
tape. The file intape was opened in a surrounding range. If hew.rites 
begin int n := 0 ; ZogioaZ. fiZ.e end Qi intape := goto f ; 
do(get(intape., Z.oa int) ; n pl.us 1) ; f : print (n) 
end, 
then the assignment to the field of intape violates the scope restrict-
ions (; the scope of the routine (: goto f) is smaller than the scope 
of intape), so he has to write 
begin int n := 0; fiZ.e auxin:= intape; 
Z.ogioa Z. f i Ze end Qi auxin : = goto f ; 
do ( get ( auxin., Zoo int) ; n e.Zus 1) ; f : print (n) 
end. 
b) physical. fiZ.e end, which is called when the maxpage., the maxZ.ine or 
the maxahar of the backfile of a file is exceeded. 
If the routine yields the value true, then transput goes on, and if 
it yields false, then some sensible action is taken. 
Example: 
The programmer wishes automatically to give a new line at the end of 
a line and a new page at the end of a page on his file f: 
proa new Z.ine page= booZ.: 
((Z.ine ended (f) I new Z.ine (f)); 
(page ended (f) I new page (f)); true); 
c) char error, which is called when during input a character is read 
which does not agree with the frame specifying it, with as its 
actual-parameter a suggested character to replace it(5.5.1.mm). 
If the frame· is a digit- (zero-, point.;.., exponent-., canplex-) frame 
and if the character read is not a digit (digit or space, point-symbol, 
times-ten-to-the-power-symbol, plus-i-times-symbol) then the routine 
is called with a digit-zero- (digit-zero-, point-, t:imes-ten-to-the-
power-, plus-i-t:imes-) symbol. The routine provided by the programmer 
may give some other character instead of the suggested one. If the 
routine yields true, then_that suggested character as possibly modified 
by the routine is used, and, if it yields false, then the original ,, 
suggested character is used. 
10.5.1. continued 4 ' 
Example: 
The programmer wishes to print a list of all such disagreements. He 
assigns to the field char error of his file f 
( (ref char sugg) booi : 
char k ; backspace ( f) ; int p = page number ( f)., 
i = Une number ( f)., c = char number ( f) ; get ( f., k) ; 
print ( (new Zine., "at"., p., i., c., ''present:_"""., k., 
111111
., !.. suggested:,_"""., sugg., """· ")) ; faZse)) 
d) vaiue error, which is called when during formatted transput an attempt 
is made to transput a value under control of a picture with which it 
is not compatible, or when the number of frames is not sufficient. 
If the routine yields true, then the current value and picture are 
skipped, i.e., transput goes on at 5.5.1.dd Step 5; if the routine 
yields false, then first, on output, the value is output by put., and 
next some sensible action is taken. 
e) format end, which is called when during formatted transput the format 
is exhausted while still some value remains to be transput. 
If the routine yields true, then transput goes on ( so the routine 
must have provided a new current format of the file), and, if the 
routine yields false, then the current format is repeated, i.e., its 
first picture a~ain is made to be the current picture of the file. 
f) other error, which is called with some actual-:integr1al-parameter, 
when during transput some other error situation arises. 
No call of this routine occurs explicitly in the standard-prelude, 
and neither the meaning of its actual-parameter nor that of the value 
yielded, . is defined in this Report. 
This routine may, in some implementation, be called when an incorrig-
ible hardware error occurs which makes transput involving this file 
impossible. (The programmer may provide a routine which then closes the 
file and opens it on some other channel.) 
ll) The conv of a file is used in conversion; after opening, creating or 
establishing a file, stand conv of the channel is used, but an other 
11con~ersion key" may be provided by the programmer. 
10.5.1. continued 5 
On output, the given character is converted to that integer, if any, 
in the conversion key, whose ordinal number is the integral equivalent 
of that character; 
on input, the given integer is converted to that character, if any, 
whose integral equivalent is the lowest ordinal number for which the element 
of the conversion key is equal to that given integer. 
What action is taken when an attempt is made to convert a character with 
an integral equivalent exceeding the upper bound of the conversion key, 
or to convert an integer which is not equal to some element of the 
conversion key is left undefined (parity error, nonexistent code). 
mm) The term of a file is used in reading strings of a variable number 
of characters, where either the end of line or any of the characters of 
term serves as a terminator (see 5.5.1.jj and 10.5.2.2.dd). This'· 
terminator string: may be provided by that programmer. 
nn) On a channel for which reset possibZe is true, a file may be 
"reset", causing its position to be (1, 1, 1). On a sequential access 
file the end of file remains at the position up to which the backfile 
contains information, but when after resetting any output is done, the 
end of file is first set at the current position. 
... 
oo) On a random access channel a file may be "set", causing its position 
to be the given position. 
pp) On files opened on a. sequential access channel./bin/3.:t'y and nonbin~y 
transput may not be alternated, i.e. after opening, creating or resetting 
such a file, either is possible, but, once one has taken place on the file, 
the other may not until the file has been reset again. 
qq) On files opened on a sequential access channel for which put 
possibZe and get possibZe both are true, nonbinary:input and output may 
be alternated, but it is not allowed to read past the end of 
file. 
rr) When in transput something happens which is left undefined, for in-
stance by an explicit call of undefined ( 10.5 .1.2:.y), th~s does not· imply 
that the elaboration is catastrophically and immediately terminated, but 
only t)'lat some sensible action is taken which is not or cannot be de-
scribed by this Report alone, and is generally implementation dependent. 
For instance, in some implementation it may be possible to set a tape 
unit to any position within the logical file, even if set possible is 
false {oo). 
10.5.1. continued 6 
Example: 
· begin fil,e f7, f2 ;· [7 : 70000] int x; int n; 
open ( f 7, ''my input", ahanne 7,, 2) ; 
-end} 
f2 := f7 ; £ now f7 and f2 aan be used interahangeabl,y £ 
aonv Qf. f7 := fZexoaode; £fZexoaode is a string, 
defined in the Zibrary deaZarations for this irrrpZementation £ 
aonv Qf. f2 := teZexaode; 
£ now f7 and f2 use different aodes a 
reset (f7); £ aonsequentZy f2 is reset too,£ 
for i whil,e-i Zogiaal, fiZe end.ed (f7) do 
(n := i; get (f7, x[i])); 
£ too bad if there are more than 70000 integers in the input£ 
reset (f7) ; 
for i ton do put (f2, x[i]) ; 
reset ( f2) ; afose ( f2, ''my output") 
£ f7 is now al,osed too a 
10.5.1.1. Channels 
a) int ronb ahanneZs =£an integraZ-aZause indiaating the nwnber of 
transput ahanneis in the impZementation ~ 
b) struat % bfiZe = ([,,]int book, int Zpage, ZZine, Zahar, page, 
Une, ahar, rraxpage, rraxUne, maxahar, string idf, ref bfiZe 
next); 
c) [ 7 : ronb ahanneZs] ref bfiZe % ahainbfiZe :=£some appropriate 
initiaUzation {see 10.5 .1.dd} a; 
d) [7: ronb ahanneZs] booZ reset possibZe = £_a row-of-booZean-aZause, 
indiaating whiah of the physiaaZ deviaes aorresponding to the 
ahanneZs aZZow resetting {e.g. rewinding of a magnetia tape} a; 
e) [7: ronb ahanneZs] booZ set possibZe =£_a row-of-booZean-aZause, 
indiaating whiah deviaes aan be aaaessed at random a; 
f) [7: ronb ahanneZs] booZ get possibZe =£a row-of-booZean aZause, 
indiaating whiah deviaes aan be used for input£; 
g) [7: ronb ahanneZs] booZ put possibZe =£a row-of-booZean-aZause, 
indiaating whiah deviaes aan be used for output~ 
h) [7: ronb ahanneZs] booZ bin possibZe =£a row-of-booZean-aZause, 
indiaating whiah deviaes aan be used for binary transput £; 
i) [ 7 : ronb ahanneZs] booZ idf possibZe = £ a row-of-booZean-aiause, 
indiaating on whiah deviaes baakfiZes have an identifiaation a; 
j) [7: nmb ahanneZs] int max page= a a ·row-of-integraZ-aZause, 
giving the maximum nwnber of pages per fiZe for the ahanneZs a; 
k) [ 7 : nni> ahanneZs] int max Une = £ a row--of-integraZ-aZause, 
giving the maxirrwn number of Zines per page£; 
1) [7 : nmb ahanneZs] int max ahar =£a row-of-integraZ-aZause, 
giving the maximum nwnber of aharaaters per Zine a; 
m) [ 7 : nmb ahanneZs] ref [] int ' stand aonv =£a row-of-referenae-
to-row-of-integraZ-aZause giving the standard aonversion keys for 
the ahanneZs £; 
n) [7: ronb ahanneZs] int max nmb fiZes =£a row-of-integraZ-aZause, 
giving the maxirrwn nwnbers of fiZes the ahanneZs aan aaaomodate a; 
o) [ 7 : ronb ahanneZs] int % nmb opened fiZes; 
for i to nmb ahanneZs do ronb opened fiZes [i] := O; 
p) [_1 : nmb ahanneZs1 ref bfiZe % ZoakedbfiZe; 
for i to nmb ahanneZs do ZoakedbfiZe [i] := niZ; - --
10.5.1.1. continued 
q) proa fi"le avai"lab"le = (int ahanne"l) booi : 
ronb opened fi"les [ahanne"l] < max ronb fi"les [ahanne"l]; 
1 O. 5. 1. 2. Files 
a) struat fi"le = (ref bfi"le % bfi"le., ref int % aha:a., % forp., 
ref booi % state def., % state get., % state bin., % opened., 
ref string% format., string term., [1· :] int aonv., 
proa boo"l "logiaa"l fi"le end., phys_iaaZ fi"le end., format end., 
vaZue error., proa (ref ahar) booi ahar error., proa (int) booZ 
other error); 
b) proa open = (ref fi"le fi"le., string idf., int ah) : 
if fiZe avaiZabZe (ah) 
then ref bfiZe bf := ahainbfi"le [ah]., obf := niZ ; 
whiZe bf :,#; .ni"l do_ 
(idf Qi. bf = idf v -, idf possibZe [ah] I Z I obf := bf ; 
bf := next Qi. bf) ; undefined. 
i : fiZe := (bfiZe := bf., int := ah., int := 0., booZ := faZse, 
booZ,, boo"l., booZ := true, niZ., .,stand aonv [ah]., fa"lse, 
false.., false,, false, ( (ref ahar a) boo"l ·: false)., skip) ; 
(obf :=: ni"l I ahainbfiZe [ah] I ml next Qi. obf) := next f2i. bf; 
nvmb opened files [ah] plus 1; 
eZse undefined fi; 
c) proa areate = (ref file fiZe., int ah) : 
estabZish (fiZe.,,max page [ah]; max Zine [ah]., max ahar [ah]., ah); 
d) proa estabZish = (ref fiZe fiZe., string idf., int mp., mZ., ma., ah) : 
if fiZe avaiZabZe ( ah) A mp s; max page [ah] A 
mis; max .Zine [ah] Amas; max ahar [ah] 
then bfiZe bf= {[1 : mp., 1: ml., 1 : ma] int, 1., 1., 1.,1., 1., 1., 
mp., mZ., ma., idf., nil) ; 
file := (bfiZe := bf., int := ah., int := O., booZ := faZse, 
_ booZ., _ booZ., booZ := true, nil,~ s~~--~_C)?'_Z~~~h]., fa_lse,false, 
false, faZse, ( {ref ahar a) booZ : false)., skip) ; 
, ronb opened fi Zes [ah] p Zus 1 ; 
eZse undefined ti:; 
10.5.1.2. continued 
e) proc set = (fiZe fiZe., :f:!!i:_ p., Z., c) : 
f:i set possibZe [chan £f fiZe] A opened £f. fiZe 
then page £i. bfiZe £i. fiZe := p ; Zine £f. bfiZe E.f. fiZe .-
char £1 bfiZe £1 fiZe := a ; aheak pZa (fiZe) ; 
eZse undefined fi; 
f) proc reset = (fiZe fiZe) : 
f:i reset possibZe [chan£i. fiZe] A opened £i. fiZe 
z • ., 
then page £.f. bfiZe £.f. fiZe := 7 ; Zine £f. bfiZe £1 fiZe := 7 ; 
char £f. bfiZe £f. fiZe := 7 ; state. def E.f.. fiZe := faZse ; 
eZse undefined ii; 
g) proc % aheak pZa = {fiZe fiZe) : if. opened £i. fiZe 
then (-,(ZogiaaZ fiZe ended fiZe) I ZogiaaZ fiZe end E.f_ fiZe I: 
Zine ended (fiZe) v page ended (fiZe) v fiZe ended (fiZe) 
I physiaaZ fiZe end £.f. fiZe I true) l undefined) 
eZse undefined f:!:J 
h) proa Zine ended= (fiZe fiZe) booZ : (opened Ef.. fiZe 
int c = char £1 bfiZe gt fiZe ; CJ s O v a > ma::c ahar E.f. bfiZe E.f_ 
fiZe); 
i) proa page ended= {fiZe fiZe) booZ : (opened gt fiZe I 
int Z = Zine £i. bfiZe ti-fiZe ; ·Z s O v Z > ma::c Zine E.f.. bfiZe E.f. 
fiZe); 
j ) ppoa fi Ze ended = ( fi Ze fi Ze) boo Z : ( opened £i. fi Ze I 
int p = page £.f. bfiZe of fiZe ; p s O v p > ma::c page £1 bfiZe £f. 
fiZe); 
k) proa ZogiaaZ fiZe ended = (fiZe fiZe) booZ : (opened E.f. fiZe I: 
-, set possibZe [ahan £f. fiZe] A state def £f. fiZe A state get gt fiZe 
bfiZe b = bfiZe £i. fiZe ; 
int p = page £i. b., Zp = Zpage £f. b., Z = Zine £t. b., ZZ = ZZine £i. b., 
a = ahar £1 b., Za = Zahar £i. b ; 
(p < Zp I faZse I:. p > Zp I true I:. Z < ZZ I faZse I: Z > ZZ l 
true la~ Za) l faZse); 
1) proa % get string = (fiZe fiZe., ref str.irig a~ ~· 
if get possibZe [ahan £[_ fiZe] A opened E.f. fiZe. 
then ref int p = page of bfiZe of fiZe., Z = Zine E.f. bfiZe £i. fiZe., 
,. a = ahar £l. bfiZe £l. fiZe ; 
10.5.1.2. continued 2 
if.-, set possibZe [ahan g[ fiZe] thef state def Ef. fiZe 
then ( state bin Ef. fi Ze I undefined) ti ; 
state def £i fiZe := state get Ef. fiZe := ~; 
state bin Ef. fiZe := faZse ; 
for i El. upb s do 
(aheak pZa (fiZe) ; for j to upb aonv Ei.. fiZe do 
((aonv £f.. fiZe)[j] = book £f.. bfiZe Ef.. fiZe [p., Z., a] I s[i] .-
repr j ; e) ; undefined. 
e : a pZus 1) 
eZse undefined ii; 
m) proa % put string= (.fiZe fiZe., strings) : 
Y... put possibZe [ahan r2f. fiZe] A opened Ef. fiZe 
~ re.f int p = page Ef. bfiZe Ef. fiZe., Z = Zine £[_ bfiZe £[_ fiZe., 
a = ahaY' Ef. bfi Ze Ef. fi Ze ; 
i:f..-, set possibZe [ah] the[ state def Ef. fiZe 
then ( state bin Ef. fi Ze l.__71-_ndefined) ti ; 
state get El. fiZe := state bin £l fiZe := faZse ; 
state def £f. fiZe := true ; 
for i E?,_ upb s do 
( aheak pZa (fiZe) ; book £t. bfiZe £f.. fiZe [p., Z., a] := 
aonv Ef. fiZe [abs s[i]] ; a '[2_Zus 7 ; 
(p = Zpage Ef. bfiZe Ef. fiZe A Z = ZZine £f. bfiZe £l fiZe 
I (a > Zahar Ef. bfiZe g_f. fiZe I Zahar Ef. bfiZe Ef. fiZe := a) 
I Zpage Qi bfiZe £i. fiZe := p ; ZZine sf. bfiZe E.f_ fiZe := Z ; 
Zahar Qi. bfiZe Et. fiZe := a)) 
eZse undefined fi; 
n) proa ahar in string = (ahar a., ref int i., string s) booZ : 
(for k to upb s do (a = s[k] I i := k; Z) ; faZse. Z : true) ; 
o) proa spaae = (fiZe fiZe) : 
( ahaY' £l b fi Ze 9.f. fi Ze p Zus 1 ; a heck p Za ( fi Ze)) ; 
p) proa baakspaae = (fiZe fiZe) : 
(ahar Ef. bfiZe of fiZe minus 1 ; aheak pZa (fiZe)); 
q) proa new Zine = (fiZe fiZe) : 
(Zine 9f.. bfiZe 9f.. fiZe pZus 1 ; ahaY' Ef. bfiZe sf. fiZe := 1 ; 
gheak pZa (fiZe)); 
10.5.1.2. continued 3 
r) proa new page = (f}.Ze fiZe) : 
(page Ef. bfiZe f2.f fiZe p}us 1 ; Une £f. bfiZe Et. fiZe := ahari £f. 
bfiZe E,f fiZe := 7; aheak pZa (fiZe)); 
s) pror1 aZose = (fiZe fiZe., [Jtl'1-nr:r idf) : 
( opened £i fi Ze I int ah = ahan £f. fi Ze ; 
(idf ¥ "" I idf £f. bfiZe £f. fiZe := idf) ; 
next £i bfiZe £i fiZ,e := ahainbfiZ,e[ah] ; 
ahainbfiZe[ah] := bfi"J..! := bfiZe f2i. fiZe ; 
opened Ef.. fiZe := f..aZse ; nmb op~ned 'fiZes [ah]minus 1) ; 
t) proa Zook= (fiZ~fiZe., string__ idf) : 
( opened f2i. fi Ze I '.f::i::E. ah = ahan £f. fi Ze ; 
(idf :, ,,,, ,J idf 2.f. bfiZe 2.f. fiZe := idf) ; 
next £i bfiZe f2i.fiZe := ZoakedfiZe[ah]; 
Zoakedbfi Ze[ ah] : = b.f,i Ze : == bfi Ze Ei. fi Zes ; 
opened gt_ fiZe := faZS!f!.; nmb opened fiZes[ah] minus 1) ; 
u) proa saratah = (f.iZe fiZe) : 
(opened gt_ fiZe I opened f2i. fiZe := .faZse ; 
nmb opened fiZes[ahan £ifiZe] minus 1); 
v) pppa ahari number = (f,iZe f) int : (opened f2i. f I ahar Et. bfiZe £f. f) ; 
w) proa Zine number = (,f.i Ze f) :f!!::p_, : ( opened Ei. f I Zine Ef. bfi Ze £t. f) ; 
x) pro a page number = ( f.i Ze f) :!::!J:1. : ( opened Et. f I page £i bfi Ze £t. f) ; 
y) proa % undefined= ((f.aZse I priue) I skip) ; {10.5.1.rr}. 
10.5.1.3. Standard channels and files 
a.) int stand in ahanneZ = £_an integriaZ-aZause suah that get possibZe 
[stand in' ahanneZ] is true and idf possibZe C'stand in'ahanneZJ is 
. faZse a; 
b) f:!IE.. stand out ahanneZ = £_an integriaZ-aZause suah that put possibZ,e 
[stand out ahanneZ] is true and idf possibZe [stand out ohanneZ},is 
·faZse g_; 
c) 'i:!Jt stand back ahanneZ = £. an integriaZ-aZause suah that reset possibZe 
[stand baak ahanneZ]., set possibZe [stand baak ahanneZ]., get possibZe 
[stand baak ahanneZ]., put poesibZe [stand baak ohanneZ] and bin possibZe 
[stand baak ahanneZJ arie true and idf possibZe [stand baak ahanneZJ is 
faZse £.; 
10.5. 1.3. continued 
d) t.i}e % f ; open (f., stand in ahanneZ) ; 
fiZe stand in = f; 
e) open (f., stand out ahanneZ); 
f i Ze stand out = f ; 
f) open (f., stand baak ahanneZ); 
fiZe stand baak = f; 
{Certain "standard files" (d, e, f') need not (and cannot) be opened 
by the programmer, but are opened for him in the standard declarations; 
pPint (10.5.2.1.a) can be used for output on stand out., Pead (10.5.2.2.a) 
for input from stand in, and WPite bin (10.5.4.1.a) and Pead bin 
(10.5.4.2.a) for transput involving stand baak. } 
10.5.2. Formatless transput 
10.5.2.1. Formatless output 
{For f'ormatless output, pPint and put can be used. The elements of' 
the given value of' the mode specified by [J '!4:,_~ion (outtype., pPoa (fiZe)) 
are treated one after the other; if' an element is of the mode specified 
by p;r,oa (fjZe) (i.e. a "layout procedure"), then it is called with the 
file as its parameter; otherwise, it is straightened (10.5.0.2), and the 
resulting values are output on the given file one after the other, as 
follows: 
aa) If the mode of the value is specified by Lint, then first, if there 
is not enough room on the line for Lint width+ 2 characters, then 
this room is made by giving a new line and, if the page is full, giving 
a new page; next, when not at the beginning of a line, a space is given 
and the value is edited as if under control of the picture 
n(L int width - 1)z+d. 
bb) If the mode of the value is specified by L ;r,eaZ~ then, first, if 
there is not enough room on the line for L ;r,eaZ width+ L e:xrpwidth + 5 
characters, then this room is made; next; when not at .the beginning of 
a line, a space is given, and the value is edited as if µnder control of 
the picture +d. n(L ;r,eaZ width - 1 )den(.L e:xrpwidth - 1 )z+d. 
10.5.2.1. continued 
cc) If the mode of the value is specified by L aompZ, then first, 
if there is not enough room on the line for 2 x (L reaZ width+ 
L exp width+ 5) + 2 characters, then this room is made; next, when 
not at the beginning of a new line a space is given, and the value 
is edited as if under control of the picture +d.n(L reaZ width - 1) 
den(L expwidth - 1 )z+d 1~ 11 i + d. n(L reaZ width -1)den(L ex-pwidth 
- 1 )z+d. 
dd) If the mode of the value is specified by [] ahar then its elements 
are written one after the other. 
ee) If the mode of the value is specified by ahar then, first if the 
line is full room is made; then the character is written. 
ff) If the mode of the value is specified by booZ then, if the value 
is true (false) a flip (flop) is output as in ee. } 
a) proa print = ([] union (outtype., proa (fiZe)) x) : 
put (stand out, x); 
b) -eroa put = ( fi Z§.. fi Ze, [ 7 : J union ( outtype., proa ( fi Ze)) x) : 
begin out-type ot ; ppoa (.fi Ze) pf ; 
for i to upb x do 
(ot ::= xCiJ; pf::= x[i] I pf (fiZe) I 
[7 :] simpZout y = stmightout ot; 
[pr j E?_ !1-EE. y do 
(~f:ng s ; booZ b; ahar a; 
(f (Lint i; (i ::= y[j] l 
s :=Lint string (i, Lint width+ 1, 70); 
sign supp zez,o ( s., 1., L int width + 1))) *) ; 
(-j: (L _reaZ X; (x : := y[j] I 8 := L X'eaZ aonv (x))n) ; 
( f (L aompZ_ z ; (z : := y[j] l s := L reaZ aonv (re z) 
+ 1'.:_ l 11+ L z,eaZ aonv (im z))) *) ; J' 
(b : := y[j] I 8 := (b I 11111 I IIOlf)} ; 
(a ::= y[j] nextpZa (fiZe); put string (fiZe., a); end); 
(s ::= y[j] putstring (fiZe., s); end); 
!'ef int _a = ahar gf_ bfiZe gf__ fiZe ; int a 1 = ·a., n = upb s ; 
a pZus (a 1 = 1 In In+ 1); 
" (line ended (fiZe) I next pfo (fiZe) I a := a 1) ; 
put string (fiZe., (a= 1 I s I 
end : skip)) 
end; 
II II . + s)) ; 
10.- 5. 2. 1. continued 2 
c) proCJ L int string = ([;_ int x., int w., r) string : (r > 7 Ar < 17 
string o := ; [;_ int n := abs x ; L int Z;r, = K:ti ; 
fQp i to w - 1 <lo (CJ p:t'Us dig aha:t> (S (n +: Zr)) ; n ~ Zr) ; 
(n = LO I (x 2= LO I "+" I "-") + a)) ; 
d) proa L reaZ st:t"ing = (L reaZ x., int w., d., e) string : 
(d 2: 0 " e > 0 " d + e + 4 .s w I 
L real g = L7 0 t (w - d - e - 4) ; L real h = g x L. 1 ; 
[;_ real y : = abs x ; int p := 0 ; 
-while y 2= g do (y times L. 1 ; p plus 7) ; 
(y > LO I while y < h do (y times L70 ; p minus 7 )) ; 
(y + L. S x L. 7 t d 2= g I y := h ; p plus 7) ; 
L dea string (x 2= 0 I y I -y)., w - e - 2., d) + 
"1 o ff + int string ( p., e + 1., 1 O) ) ; 
e) proCJ L dea string= (L real x., int w., d) string: 
( abs x < L 1 0 t ( w - d - 2) " d 2= 0 " d + 2 .s w I string s : = ; 
L real y := ( abs x + L. 5 x L. 1 t q,) x L. 7 t (w - d - 2) ; 
for i to w - 2 do s plus dig oha:t> ( int a = en tier S ( ytimes £10) ; 
y minus K a ; a)) ; --
( x 2= 0 I "+ ff I 11 - 11) + s [ 7 : w - d - 2 J + 11• 11 + s [ w - d - 7 : J) ; 
f) proo % dig ahar = (int x) oha:t> : ( 110123456?89abadef 11 [x + 7] ) ; 
{In connection with 10.5.2.1.c,d,e, see Table II.} 
g) proa % sign supp zero= (ref string a., int l., u) : 
for i from Z + 7 EE. u whiZe a[ i] = 110 11 do 
(a[i] := o[i - 7J; a[i - 7] :.: '1:_") ; 
h) int L int width = (int a := 7 ; 
while L10 t ( a - 1) < [;_. 7 x L max int <lo a pZus 1 ; a) ; 
i) int L reaZ width= -entier S (L Zn (L smaZZ reaZ) IL Zn (L70)); 
j) int L exp width= 7 + entier S - ----
(L Zn (L Zn (L max reaZ) / L Zn (L70)) / L Zn (L70)) ; 
k) proa % L reaZ aonv = ( L reaZ x) string : 
(string s := L reaZ string (x., L reaZ width+ L exp width+ 4., 
L reaZ width - 1., L exp width); sign supp zero (s., L reaZ width+ 4., 
L reaZ width+ L exp width+ 3); s); 
l) r.,roa % nextpla = (fiZe fiZe) : (opened £f. fiZe 
(Zine ended (fiZe) I new line (fiZe)); 
(page ended (fiZe) ·· I new page (file)) ; · 
Lint string: 
L dea string: 
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TABLE II: Display of the values of 
Lint string~ L dea string and L reaZ string 
[7] type (1 = integer, 2 = real fixed, 3 = real floating, 
4 = complex fixed, 5 = complex floating, 6 = string, 
7 = integer choice, 8 = boolean) 
[2] radix (2, 4, 8, 10 or 16) 
[3] sign (0 = no sign frame, 1 = sign frame '+', 2 = sign frame '-') 
[4] number of digits before point; if type= 1 then w-1, else if 
type= 2 or 4 then w-d-2 else if type= 3 or 5 then w-d-e-4, or, 
if type= 6, then number of characters in string (0, when variable) 
[5] number of digits after point; if type= 2, 3,' 4 or 5 then d 
[6] sign of exponent; if type= 3 or 5 then as [3] 
[?] number of digits of exponent; if type= 3 or 5 the~ e 
[8], ••• ,[14] as [7], ••• ,[?]when frame[1] = 4 or 5 
TAELE III: $ignificance of the elements of frame 
10.5.2.2. Formatless input 
{For formatless input, read and get can be used. The elements of the 
given value of the mode specified by[] union (intyPe, proa (fiZe)) are 
treated one after the other; if an element is a layout procedure, then it 
is called with the file as its parameter; otherwise, it is straightened 
(10.5.0.2), and to the resulting names values are assigned, input from 
the given file as follows: 
aa) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by Lint, then, 
first the file is searched for the first character that is not a space 
(giving new lines and pages as necessary); next the largest string is 
read from the file that could be indited under control of some 
picture or the form n(k2)d or +n(k7)''.:_"n(k2)d; this string is converted 
to an integer by L string int. 
bb) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by l!_reaZ, then, 
first the file is searched for the first character that is not a space; 
next the largest string is read from the file that could be in-
dited under control of a picture of the form +n(k7) ":._"n(k2)d or n(k2)d 
followed by • n(k3)d or s. possible followed by n(k4) ''.:_"en(k5) ":..." + . 
n(k6) ''• "n(k? )d or n(k4) "· 11 en(k6) "· "n(k? )d; this string is converted to - - -
a real number by L string reaZ. 
cc) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by L aompZ, then, 
first a real number is input as in bb and assigned to the real part; 
next the file is searched for the first character that is not a space; 
next a plus-i-times is expected; finally, a real number is input and 
assigned to the imaginary part. 
dd) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by[] ahar, then, 
if both upper- and lowerstate of the value are one then as many characters 
are read as the value has elements; if not both states are one, then 
characters are read from the line under control of the terminatorstring 
referenced by the file (5.5.1.jj, 10.5.1.mm); the string with those cha-
racters as its elements is then the resulting value. 
ee) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by ahar, then, 
first, if the line is full a new line is given, and, if the page is full, 
a new page is given; next the character is read from the file. 
10.5.2.2. continued 
ff) If the name refers to a value whose mode is specified by booZ, then, 
first the file is searched for the first character that is not a space; 
then a character is read; if this character is flip (flop), then the 
resulting value is true (false); if the character is neither flip nor 
flop, then the further elaboration is undefined. } 
a) J2.roc read = ([] union (intype., '12,roc (.fiZe)) x) : 
get .{ stand in., x) ; 
b) proo get = (file file., [7 : J union (intype,, proc (fiZe)) x) : 
pegin intype it ; proc (file) pf ; char k ; priority .' = 8 ; 
f£.r i to upb x do 
(it : := x[i] ; pf : := x[i] I pf (fiZe) I 
[7 : J ref simpZout y = straightin it ; 
EE_ ? = (string s) booZ : 
(outside (fiZe) I faZse I get string (fiZe., k); 
char in string (k., Zoo int., s) I 
~ I backspace (fiZe); faZse); 
£12.. .' = (string s., char o) char : 
(get string (fiZe., k); char in string (k., Zoe int., s) I k I 
char sugg : = o ; ( char error Qi fi Ze ( sugg) I sugg I o)) ; 
proo skip spaces = ; (whiZe (nextpZc· (fiZe) ; ? _ '1:_") J.o skip) ; 
proo read dig= string: 
(string t := ; white ? "0723456789 11 do t pZus k; t) ; 
'/2!_0C read num =string: 
(char t := (?"+-" I k I 11+11) ; -while ? 
"· 10 0723456?89,,.'"0" + read dig) ; 
72.roc read reaZ =string: 
II fl . 
(string t := (skip spaces; read num) • (? ,, ,, I ., . . 
+ read dig ; (? " 10 " I t plus '1i O" + read num) ; 
for j to uvb y do 
{ref booZ bb ; ref char aa ; ref string ss ; 
( ~ (ref!:_ int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 
vai ii := L string int (read num., 70))) *); 
( ~ (ref_ L real xx ; (xx : := y[j] 
val xx:= L string real (read real}))*); 
,, ,, . 
10.5.2.2. continued 2 
(~ (ref L aompZ_ zz ; (zz : := y[j] I get (fiZe., re of zz) ; 
skip spaaes ; "l"•' "111 ; get ( fiZe., im Et zz))) *) ; 
(bb : := y[j] I skip spaaes ; val, bb := 
(? '']_" I ~ I 11011 ! "O" = '1]_11)) ; 
(aa ::= y[j] I nextpZa (fiZe); get string (fiZe., aa)); 
(ss : := y[j] I: Zws ss A. ups ss I get string (fiZe., ss) I 
string t := ; whiZe -(Zine ended (fiZe) I faZse I: 
? term Ef. }'iZe I. baakspaae (fiZe) ; faZse I true) do t pZus k ; 
val, ss := t[ :at(lws ss I Zwb ss I Zwb t - upb t + upb ss) J J ; 
_end : skip)) end ; 
C ) proa L string int = ( [1 : 
( r > 7 · A. r < 7? I L int n : = LO ; L int Zr = K:ta ; int w = upb :x; ; 
for i from 2 to w d,o n := n x Zr + K (int d = ahar dig (:x:[ i]) ; 
(d < r I dJJ ; (:x:[7J = 11+11 I n I: :x:[7J = 11- 11 I -nJJ ; 
d) rzroa L string real,= (string :x:) L real,: 
( int e ; ( ahar in string ( 111 o 11., e., :x:) I 
L string dea (:x:[1: e - 1]) x L10 t string int (:x:[e + 7:J, 10)1 
L string dea (:x:))); 
e) proa L string dea = ([7: J ahar :x:) L real,: (int w = upb :x;; 
L real, r : = LO ; int p ; (ahar in string ( "· "., p., :x:) I 
[ 7 : w - 2 J ~ s = :x;[ 2 : p - 1 J + :x;[p + 7 : J ; 
for i tow - 2 d,o r := L w x r + 
K (int d = ahar dig (s[iJ) ; (d < 70 I d)) ; 
(:x:[7] = 11+ 11 Ir I: :x:[7] = 11- 11 I -r) x L.1 t (w -p) 
L string deo. ( x + 11• 11))) ; 
f) proa % ahar dig= (ahar :x:) int: 
(inti; (ahar in string (:x:., i., 110723456?89abadef11) I i - 7)); 
g) rzroa % outside= (fiZe f) booZ: Zine ended (f) v page ended (f) v 
fiZe ended (f) ; 
10.5.3. Formatted transput 
{For the significance of formats see format-denotations (5.5).} 
a) proa format= (fiZe fiZe., tamrof tamrof) : 
(forp £t. fiZe := 7 ; format Ef. fiZe := ao7,,7,,eation Ust paak 
( 11 ( 11 +FF Ef. tamrof + 11) 11, Zoa int := 1)) ; 
10.5.3. continued 
b) proa % aoZZeation Zist paak = (string s, ref int p) string : 
(string t := aoZZeation (s, p); 
whiZe s[p] = "," do t pZus 11, 11 + aoZZeation (s, p) ; 
p pZus 7 ; t) ; 
c) proa % aoZZeation = (stri!11J s, ref int p) string: 
(int n, q; string f := (p plus 7 ; insertion (s, p)) ; 
q := p; repZiaator (s, p, n); 
(s[p] = "(" I string t = aoZZeation Zist paaks (s, p) ; 
to n do f plus t I p := q _; f pZus piature (s, p, Zoa[7 : 14] int)) ; 
f + insertion (s, p)); 
d) proa % insertion = (strings, re_f int p) string : 
(int q = p ; skip insertion (s., p) ; s[q : p - 7]) ; 
e) proa % skip insertion = (string s, ref int p) : 
whiZe (p > upb s I false I: skip align (s, p) I ~ 
skip Zit (s., p)) do skip ; 
f) proa % skip align = (string s., ref int p) booZ : 
(int q = p ; repZiaator (s, p., Zoa int) ; 
(aha!' in string (s[p]., Zoa int, "x y p Z k") 
p plus 7 ; ~ I p := q ; false)) ; 
g) proa % repZiaator = (string s., ref int p, n) : 
(stri'(}fl t := ; while aha!' in string 
(s[p]., Zoo int$ "0723456789") do (t plus s[p] ; p pZus 7) ; 
n := (t = '"' I_ 7 I string int ("+" + t., 70))) ; 
h) proa % skip Zit = (string s, zief int p) booZ : 
(int q = p ; repZiaator (s., p, Zoa int) ; 
(s[p] = "'""' I while (s[p plus 7] = """" I s[p plus 7] = """" I 
true) do skip ; ~ I p := q ; false)) ; 
i) proa % piatuiie = (st:t'ing format, ref :f:!:!E.. p, 
ref[] int frame) st:t'ing: 
begin int n ; int po = p ; 
£E_ ? = (string s) booZ : 
(skip insezition (format., p) ; p > upb format I false 
int q = p ; rep Ziaator (format., p, n) ; 
( format[p] = "s" I p pZus 7) ; 
(aha!' in ~~ring (format [p]., Zoa int, s) 
p pZus 1·; tziue I p :=·q; faZse}); 
10.5.3. continued 2 
proa intreaZ pattern = (ref[ 1 : ?] int frame) booZ : 
((num mouZd (frame[2 : 4] ) I frame[ 7J := 7 ; Z) ; 
(? "·" I: num mouZd (frame[3 : 5] ) I frame[7 J := 2 ; Z) ; 
(? "e" I: num mouZd (frame[S: ?] ) I frame[1]::= 3; Z); 
faZse. Z : true) ; 
proa num mouZd = (ref[ 7 : ;n_ int frame) booZ : 
((? "r" I frame[7] :=n) ; (? 112 11 I frame[3] pZus n) ; 
(? "+" I frame[2] := 1 I : ? ,,_,, I frame[2] := 2) ; 
whiZe ? rrdz" do frame[3] pZus n ; 
format[p] = ",,, v format[p] = "i" v format[p] = ") rr; ; 
proa string mouZd = (re.f[] int frame) booZ : (? "t" I true 
whiZe ? "a" do frame[4JpZus n ; format[p] = 11," v 
format[p] = ") ") ; 
for i EE. 14 do frame[i] := 0 ; frame[2~ := 10 ; 
(intreaZ pattern (frame[1 : ?]) I (? "i" I 
frame[7] pZus 2; intreaZ pattern (frame[B: 14])); end,); 
(string mouZd (frame) I frame[1] := 6 ; end) ; 
(? "b" I frame[ 7 J := 8 I : ? "a" frame[ 7J := 7 I 
frame[7] := 0; end); 
(format[p] = "(" I 
whiZe ? "(," do skip Zit (format, p) ; p .pZus 1) ; 
end: skip insertion (format, p) ; format [po : p - 1J 
f!!!!l. ; 
{In connection with 10.5.3.i. see Table III.} 
10.5.3.1. Formatted output 
a) proa outf = (fiZe fiZe, tamrof tamrof,[J outtype x) : 
(format (fiZe, tamrof); out (fiZe, x)); 
b) proa out = (fiZe fiZe, [1 :J outtype x) : 
begin string format = format 52f fiZe; ref int p = forp 52f fiZe ; 
fork to upb x do 
([7 :] simpZout y = straightout x[k]; :!:JJ::p_ q,' j := 0; 
[1 : 14]int frame; 
10.5.3.1. continued 
rep_ : j ptus 1 ; step : 
white (do -insertion (fite,, format, p); p > upb format I 
fatse I format[p] = ",, ") do p ptus 1 ;· (j > upb y I end) ; 
(p > upb format I (-iformat end Et fite I p : = 1 ) ; step) ; 
q := p ; pie:ture (format, q,, frame) ; 
(frame[1] int, reat,, reat,, e:ompt,, e:ompt,, string, inte:h,, 
boot) ; 
int: (-i= (L int i ; (i : := y[j] I 
reat: 
edit L int (fite,, i,, format, p, frame) ; rep)) tJ ; ine:omp; 
(-i: (f_ reat x; (x : := y[j] I 
edit L reat (fite,, x,, format,p, frame); rep)) *); 
(.,:(Lint i; (i ::= y[j] I 
edit L rea t ( fi te,, i, format,, p, frame); rep)) *) ; ine:omp ; 
e:ompt: (.,: (f_ e:ompt z ; (z : := y[j] I 
string: 
edit L e:ompt (fite,, z, format, p, frame) ; rep)) 
({ (L reat x; (x : := y[j] I 
edit L e:ompt (fite, x, format, p, frame) ; rep)) 
{f (L int i ; (i ::= y[j] I 
edit L e:ompt (fite,, i,, format, p, frame) ; rep)) 
([7 : frame[4 J J e:har s ; e:har e: ; -- -
(s : := y[j] I: frame[4] = 0 I put (fite,, s) I 
edit string (fite,, s, format, p, frame); rep); 
(e: : := yCjJ I 
t) . , 
V . , 
*) . ine:omp; , 
edit string (fite, e:., format, P., frame) ; rep)) ; ine:omp ; 
inte:h: (int i ; (i : := y[j] I 
boot: 
edit e:hoie:e (fiZe,, i., format, p-J ; rep)) ; ine:omp; 
(boot b; b ::= y[jJ I 
edit boot (fite,, b., format, p) ; rep)) ; 
ine:omp: (vatue e!'Y'or Et fite I rep I put (fite,, y[j]); undefined); 
end: skip) 
end· _,
c) proe: % edit L int = ( fi Ze f, L int i,, string format,, 
ref int p, []int fr) : 
&, 
edit string (f., Lint string (i,, fr[4] + 1,, fr[2])., format, p., fr); 
d) proe: % edit L reat = (fite f, L reat x,, string format, 
ref int p., [] int fr) : 
edit string (f., stringed L reat (x, fr), format, p,, fr); 
10.5.3.1. continued 2 
e) proa % stringed real,= (L real, ::c, [] int fr) string: 
(fr[7J = 2 IL dea string (::c, fr[4] + fr[5] + 2, fr[5]) 
L reaZ string (::c, fr[4] + fr[5] +fr[?]+ 4, frC5J, fr[?])); 
f) proa % edit L aompZ = (fiZe f, L aompZ z, [] int fr) : 
edit string (f, ([ 7 : 7 4] int g := fr ; g [ 7J minus 2 ; 
stringed L reaZ (re z, g[7 : ?]) + '1,, + stringed L real, 
(im ~, g[B: 74])), format, p, fr); 
g) proa % edit string= (fiZe f, string ::c, format, 
ref int p, [ J int frame) : 
begin int p7 := 7, n ; booZ supp ; string s := ::c ; 
~ ? = (string s) booZ: 
(do insertion (fiZe, format, p) ; p > upb format 
faZse I int q = p; repZiaator (format, p, n); 
(supp := format[p] = ,,s,, I p pZus 7) ; 
(ahar in string (format[p], Zoa int, s) 
p pZus 7 ; ~ I p := q ; faZse)) ; 
proa aopy =: ((supp I put string (f, s[p7])); p7 pZus 7); 
proa intreai mouZd = : 
(? ,,r,, ; sign mouZd (frame[3]) ; int mouZd ; 
(? ,,_ ,, I aopy ; int mouZd I : s[p7 J = ,,_ ,, I pl pZus 1) ; 
(? ,,e,, I aopy ; sign mouZd (frame[6]) ; int mouZd)) ; 
proa sign mouZd = (int sign) : (sign._= 0 I p7 pZus 7 I 
s[p7J := (s[p7J = ,,+,, I (sign I "+,,, "~,,) I ,,_,,) ; 
(? ,,z,, I sign supp zero (s, pl, pl t n) n := 0) ; 
to n + 1 do aopy ; p p Zus 1) ; 
proa int mouZd = : 
(Z : (? ,,z,, I booZ zs := true ; to n do 
(s[p1] = ,,0,, A zs I put string (fiZe, '':_,,) ; 
p1 pZus 1 I zs := faZse ; aopy) ; Z) ; 
(? "d,, I to n do aopy; Z)) ; 
proa string mou Zd = : 
whiZe ? "a" do to n do aopy ; -- - " 
tes: (frameUJ = 6 I string mouZd I: intreaZ mouZ(l; 
frame[7J > 3 p pZus 1 ; aopy ; intreaZ mouZd) 
' end • _,
10.5.3.1. continued 3 
h) proa % edit ahoiae = (fiZe f., int a., string format., ref int p) : 
(a > 0 I do insertion (f., format., p) ; p pZus 2 ; 
to a - 7 do (skip Zit (format p) ; format[p] = ".," 
p p Zus 7 I undefined) ; 
do Zit.. (f., format., p) ; 
whiZe format[p] :f. 11) 11 do (p pZus 7 ; skip Zit (format., p)) ; 
p pZus 7 I undefined) ; 
i) proa % edit booZ = (fiZe f., booZ b., string format., ref int p) : 
(do insertion (f., format., p) ; (format[p + 7] = 11 ( 11 I 
p plus 2 ; (b I do Zit (f., format., p) ; p pZus 7 ; skip Zit 
(format., p) I skip Zit (format., p) ; p vius 7 ; do Zit (f., format., p) .I 
put string (f., (b I 1']_11 I 11011))) ; p pZus 7) ; 
j) proa % do insertion= (fiZe f., strings., ref int p) : 
while (p > upb s I faZse I: do aZign (f., s., p) I true 
do Zit (f., s., p)) do skip ; 
k) proa % do aZign = (fiZe f., string s., ref int p) booZ: 
( int q = p ; int n ; rep Ziaator (s., p., n) ; 
(s[p] = IIXII I to n do spaae (f) ; z I: 
s[p] = rtyll I ton do baakspaae (f); z I : 
s[p] = llp II to ·n do new page (f) ; z I: - -
s[pJ = "Z II ton do new Zine (f); z I: - -
s[p] = "k II I ahar Qi bfile Et f : = n ; Z) . p :=; q; , 
Z : p p Zus 7 ; true) ; 
1) proa % do Zit = (fiZe f., string s., ref int p) booZ : 
faZse. 
(int q = p ; int n ; repZiaator (s., p., n) ; (s[p] = 11111111 I 
whiZe (s[p: pZus 7] = 11111111 I s[p pZus 7] = 11111111 I true) do 
put string (f., s[p]); ~Ip:= q; faZse)); 
10.5.3.2. Formatted input 
a) proa inf= (fiZe fiZe., tamrof tamrof., [] intype x) : 
(format (fiZe., tamrof); in (fiZe., x)); 
b) proa in = (fiZe fiZe., [7 :] intyPe x) : 
begin string format = format f2l fiZe ; ref int p = forp £f_ fiZe ; 
' for k to upb x do 
([7 :] ref simplout y = straightin x[k]; int q., j := O; 
[7 : 74] int frame; 
10.5.3.2. continued 
rep : j ~?,us 1 ; step : 
while ( ,.,rpxp insertion (file., format., p) ; P, > upb format I 
" 
false I f.ormat[p] = "., ") do p plus 1 ; (j ~.· upb y I end) ; 
(p > upb format I ( format end £! file I p := 1) ; step) ; 
q := p ; picture (format., q., frame) ; 
(frame[1] I int., reaZ., reaZ., aornpl., aompl., string., intah., bool); 
int: (i: (ref L int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 
indit Lint (file., ii., format., p., frame); rep)) *); inaornp; 
reaZ: ({ (ref L real xx ; (xx : := y[j] I 
indit L reaZ (file., xx., format., p., frame) ; rep)) *) ; inaomp ; 
aompl: ( { (ref L aompl zz ; (zz : := y[j] I 
indit L aompl (fiZe., zz., format., p., frame) ; rep)) *) ; inaomp; 
string: (ref string ss ; ref ahar aa ; [ 1 : frame [ 4 J J ahar t ; 
(frame[4] = 0 I: ss ::= y[j] I get (file., ss); rep I inaornp; 
indit string (fiZe., t., format., p., frame) ; 
(ss : := y[j] I vaZ ss := t; rep I: aa ::= y[j] I 
vaZ aa := t[1J; rep)); inaomp; 
intah: (ref int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 
indit ahoiae (fiZe., ii., format., p) ; rep)) ; inaorrrp; 
bool: (re,f bool bb ; (bb : := y[jJ I 
indit booZ (file., bb., format., p); rep)); 
inaomp: (value error£! fiZe I rep I undefined); 
end : skip) 
end; 
c) proa % indit Lint= 
(,fiZe f., ref Lint i., string format., ref int p., [] int fr) : 
(string t; indit string (f., t., format., p., fr); 
i := L string int (t., fr[2])); 
d) proa % indit L reaZ = 
(fiZe f., ref L reaZ x., string format., ref int p., [] int fr) : 
(string t ; indit string (f., t., format., p., fr) ; 
x := L string reaZ (t)); 
e) proa % indit L aompl = 
(fiZe f., ref L aompl z~ string format., ref int p., [] int fr) : ,, 
(string t ; int i ; indit string (f., t., format., p., fr) ; 
z := fohar in string ("l", i., t) I 
(L string real (t[1: i - 1]} l L string real (t[i + 1 : ])))); 
10.5.3.2. continued 2 
f) proa % indit string= 
{fiZe f, ref string t, string format, ref int p, [] int frame) : 
begin int n ; boo Z supp ; ahar k ; string x := ; 
qp__ ? = ( string s) booZ : 
( exp insertion (format, p) ; p > upb format I faZse 
int q = p ; rep Ziaator (format, p, n) ; 
(supp:= format[p] = "s" l p pZus 7); 
(ahar in string (format[p], 1.oa int., s) 
p pZus 7 ; true I p := q ; false)) ; 
priority .' = 8 ; 
QE.. .' = (string s, ahar a) string : 
(ahar in string (next, 1E2..,_int., s) I (supp 
ahar sugg := a ; (ahar error (sugg) I sugg 
proa next = ahar : (get string (f, k) ; k) ; 
proa intreaZ mould = : 
(? "r" ; sign mouZd (frame[3]) ; int mouZd ; 
(? 11• 11 I x pZus 11 • 11 .' "• 11 ; int mouZd; 
1111 I kJ I 
a)); 
(? "e 11 I x pZus 1110" .' "10 11 ; sign mould (frame[6]) ; 
int mou Zd) ) ; 
proa sign mou Zd = ( int sign) : ( sign = 0 ] x p Zus 11+ 11 
int j ; r ? 11z 11 I n := oJ ; for i to n + 7 
whiZe next = 11• 11 do j := i · - - , 
x p Zus ( sign = 7 I 11 +- 11 .' "+ 11 I : k . =:= 11- 11 I k I : 
baakspaae (f) ; · j > 0 I j •minus 7 ; 11+ 11 I 11+ 11 ! . 11+ 11) ; 
for i from j + 7 to n + 7 do x pZus 1107 23456789 11•111011) ; 
proa int mouZd =: (Z: 
(? "z 11 I int j ; for i to n whiZe next = 
baakspaae (f) ; 
'':,_
11 do j . - i . , 
from j to n do x pZus "0723456789" .' 110 11 ; Z) ; 
(? 11d 11 I to n do x pZus 110723456789 11 .' 110 11 ; ·z;; ; 
proa string mouZd = whi Ze? 11a 11 do to n do x p Zus 
( supp I ":_" I next) ; 
tis: (frameUJ = 6 I string mouZd I: intreaZ mouZd.; frame[7J > 3 I 
'111 •' '111 ; intreaZ mouZd) ; 
t := X; 
10.5.3.2. continued 3 
g) proc % ind.it choice = 
{fiZe f., ref int c., string format., re.f int p) : 
(exp insertion (f., format., p) ; p pZus 2 ; c := 7 ; 
whiZe ask Ut (f., format., p) do 
(c pZus 7; format[p] = fl.,fl Ip pZus 7 I undefined)., 
whiZe format[p] # fl)fl do (p pZus 7 ; skip Zit (format., p)) ; 
p p Zus 7 ; exp insertion ( f., format., p)) ; 
h) proc % ind.it booZ = 
{fiZe f., ref booZ b., string format., ref int p) : 
( exp insertion ( f., format., p) ; ( format [p + 7 J = fl ( fl I 
p pZus 2; (b := ask Zit (f., format., p) I 
p pZus 7 ; skip Zit (format., p) I: 
p pZus 7 ; ask Zit (f., format., p) i undefined) 
char k ; get string ( f., k) ; b : = (k = 117 fl I true 
k = flOfl I faZse)) ; 
p pZus 7 ; exp insertion (f., format., p)) ; 
i) proc % exp insertion= (fiZe f., strings., ref int p) : 
whiZe (p > upb s I faZse I: do aZign (f., s., p) ] true 
exp Zit (f., s., p)) do skip ; 
j) proc % exp Zit = {file f., string s., re.f int p) booZ : 
(int q = p ; int n ; repZicator (s., p., n) ; 
(s[p] fltmfl I int r = p ; to n do (p := r; 
whiZe (s[p plus 7J = flflflff I s[p plus 7] I flllflfl I true) do 
(char k; get string (f., k) ; k # s[p] I undefined)) ; true 
p := q ; faZse)) ; 
k) proc % ask Zit = (file f., string s., ref int p) booZ : 
(int c = char 9.f. f; int n ; repZicator (s., p., n) ; 
(s[p] = flflflfl I int r = p ; to n do (p := r ; 
whiZe ( s[p pZus 7] = flflflfl I s[p pZus 7] = flflflfl true) do 
(char k; get string (f., k) ; k # s[p] I Z)) ; true. 
Z : while (s[p pZus 7] = flrrrrrr I s[p pZus 7] = ""fl" I true) do skip ; 
char £i. f := c ; faZse)) ; 
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10.5.4. Binary transput 
a) proa % to bin = (file f., sunplout x) [] int : 
.£. a value of mqde 'ro-w-of-integral' whose lower bound is one., 
and whose upper bound depends on the -ralue of 'f' and on the 
mode of the value of 'x' ; furthennore., 
x = from bin (f., x., to ,bin_ (f.,. x)) .£.; 
b) proa % from bin = (file f., sunpZout v., [] int y) sunpZout : 
.£. a value., if one exists., of the mode of the aatual parameter 
aorresponding to v., suah that 
y = to bin ( f., from bin ( f., v., y)) .£. ; 
{On some channels a more straightforward wa:y of transput is available. 
Some properties of this binary transput depend on the particular 
implementation) others can be deduced. from 10.5.4. } 
10.5.4.1. Binary output 
a) proa uJr>ite bin=([] outtype x) : put bin (stand baak., x); 
b) proa put bin= (file file., [7 :] outtype x) : 
:f:.f. bin possible[ahan Qi file] A opened Qi file 
then :ff:1 set possible[ahan Qi file] the[ state def Qi file 
then (state get Qi file v-, state bin Qi file I undefined) 
else state def £i. file := state bin £f. file := ~; 
state get £t.file := false 
ii ; 
for k !£. upb x. do 
([7 :] simplout y = straightout x[k]; 
for j to upb y do 
([7 :] int bin= to bin (file., y[jJ); bfile b = bfile £t.file; 
ref int p = page £i b., l = line E.f_ b., a = ahar E.f_ b ; 
for i to upb bin do (next pZa (file) ; 
book Ef..b[p., l., a] := bin[i] ; a plus 7 ; 
(p = lpage Qi b A l = Uine E.f. b I 
( a > Zahar E.f. b I Zahar E.f_ b := a) 
lpage £f. b := p; Uine E.f. b := l; Zahar E.f_ ~ := a)))) 
else undefined 
10.5.4.2. Binary input 
a) proo read bin=([] intype x) : get bin (stand baok, x); 
b) proo get bin = ( ffle fiZe, [ 7 : ] intype x) : 
if_ bin possibzJ;ohan ti fiZe] A opened 2.f. fiZe 
then if:' set possibZe[ohan 2f. fiZe] thef state def 2f. fiZe 
then rstate get ti fiZe v-, state bin £i. fiZe I undefined) 
eZse state def gt_ fiZe := state bin 2.f. fiZe := 
state get ti fiZe := true 
fi ; 
fork to !!J2E_ x do 
([7 : ] ref simpZout y = straightin x[k] ; 
.for j to upb y do 
([7 :] int bin :=_to bin (fiZe, y[j]); bfiZe b = bfiZe 2f.fiZe; 
fer i to upb bin do (next pZo (fiZe); oheok p7.,o (fiZe); 
bin[ i] : = boo i gt_ bCpage 91.. b, Zine gt_ b, ohaP 2f. b] ; 
ohar 2f. b pZus 7) ; 
( f (ref L int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 
vaZ ii::= from bin (fiZe, ii, bin)))*); 
( t fre.f L reai xx ; (xx : := y[j] I 
va 7., xx : : = from bin ( f i Ze, xx, bin) ) ) *) ; 
( t (ref L oomp7., zz ; (zz : := y[j] I 
vai zz ::= from bin (fiZe, zz, bin)))*); 
(ref string ss ; (ss : := y[j] I 
vaZ ss ::= from bin (fiZe, ss, bin))); 
(ref ohaP oo ; (oo : := y[j] I 
vaZ oo ::= from bin (fiZe, oo, bin))); 
{ref booZ bb ; (bb : := y[jJ I 
vaZ bb_::= from bin (fiZe, bb, bin))))) 
eZse undefined 
ti ; 
{But Eeyore wasn't listening. He was 
taking the balloon out, and putting it 
back again, as happy.as could be •••• 
Winnie-the-Pooh, A.A. Milne. } 
11 • Examples 
11.1. Complex square ~oot 
A declaration in which oompsqrt is a procedure-with~~complex]-
parameter-[complex]-rnode-identifier (here [complex] stands for 
structured-with-real-field-letter-r-letter-e-a.nd-real-field-letter-i-
letter-m.) 
a) proo oompsqrt = (oompZ z) oompZ: £ the square root whose reaZ 
part is nonnegative of the oompZex nwnber z £. 
b) begin rea Z x = ~ z., y = im z ; 
c ) rea Z rp = sqrt ( ( abs x + sqrt ( x t 2 + y t 2)) / 2) ; 
d) reaZ ip = (rp = 0 I O I y I (2 x rp)); 
e) (x ~ 0 I rp lip I abs ip l (y ~ 0 I rp I -rp)) 
f) end 
[cornplex]-calls {8.6.2} using oompsqrt: 
g) oompsqrt (w) 
h) oompssqrt (-Z. 74) 
i) oompsqrt (-7) 
11.2. Innerproduct1 
A declaration iti which innerproduat7 is a procedure-with-integral-
parameter-and-procedure-with-integral-parameter-re~-p~ameter-
and-procedure-with-integral-parameter-real-parameter-real-mode-identifier: 
a) proa innerproduat7 = (int n., proa (int) reaZ x., y) reaZ : 
aorronent the innerproduat of two veators., eaah with n aomponents., 
x(i)., y(i)., i = 7., ••• ., n., where x and y are arbi1;:t>ary mappings 
from integer to real number aomrnent 
b) begin Zang real s := Zang O ; 
c) for i to n do s plus Zeng x(i) x Zeng y (i) ; 
d) shorts 
e) end 
Real-calls {8.6.2} using innerproduat7: 
f) innerproduat7 (m., (int j) real : x7[j]., (int j) real : y7[j]) 
g) innerproduat7 (n., nsin., noos) 
11.3. Innerproduct2 
A declaration in which innerproduat2 is a procedure-with-reference-
to-row-of-real-parameter-and-reference-to-row-of-real-parameter-real-
mode-identifier: 
a) proa innerproduat2 = (ref[ 7 : ] reaZ a ; ref[ 7 : upb a] real b) real) : 
£ the innerproduat of two veators a and b with equal number of 
elements a 
b) begin Zang real s := Zang O ; 
c) for i to upb a do s plus "!:!E:!fJ_ a[i] x Zeng b[i] ; 
d) shorts 
e) end 
Real-calls using innerproduat2: 
f) innerproduat2 (x7., y7) 
g) innerproduat2 (y2[2]., y2[., o]) 
11.4. Innerproduct3 
A declaration in which innerprod:uat3 is a procedure-with-reference-
to-integral-parameter-and-integral-parameter-and-procedure-real-parameter-
and-procedure-real-parameter-real-mode-identifier: 
a) proa innerproduat3 = (ref inti., int n., proa reaZ xi., yi) reaZ: 
aomment the innerproduat of two veators whose n elements are the 
vaZues of the expressions xi and yi and whiah depend., in general., 
on the vaZue of i aomment 
b) begin Zang reaZ s := Zang O ; 
c) for k ~ n do (i .- k ; s pZus Zeng xi x Zeng yi) ; 
d) shorts 
e) end 
A real-call using innerproduat3: 
f) innerproduat3 (j., 8., x1[j]., y1[j + 1]) 
11.5. Largest element 
A declaration in which absma.x is a procedure-with-reference-to-row-
of-row-of-real-parameter-and-reference-to-real-parameter-and-reference-
to-integral-parameter-and-reference-to-integral-parameter-mode-identifier: 
a) proa absma.x = (£!!.[J.1 : ., 1 : J reaZ a., 
b) £ result £ ref reaZ y., £ subsaripts £ ref int i., k) : 
aomment the absolute vaZue of the element of greatest absolute vaZue 
of the matrix a is assigned toy., and the subsaripts of this element 
to i and k aomment 
c) begin y := -1; 
d) for p to 1 upb a do for q to 2 upb a do 
e) :!:f.. abs a[p., q] > y then y := abs a[i := p., k := q] fi 
f) end 
Void-calls {8.6.2} using absma.x: 
g) absma.x (x2., x., i., j) 
h) absma.x (x2., x., Zoe: int., Zoa int) 
11.6. Euler summation 
a) proa euler = (proa (int) real f., real eps., int tirn) real: 
aomment the sum for i from 7 to infinity of f(i)., aomputed by means 
of a suitably refined Euler transformation. The summation is 
terminated when the absolute values of the terms of the transformed 
series are found to be less than eps tirn times in suaaession. This 
transformation is partiaularly effiaient in the aase of a slowly 
aonvergent or divergent alternating series aomment 
b) begin int n := 7., t; real mn., ds := eps; [7 : 7 6] real m ; 
c) real sum := (m[1] := f(7}) I 2 ; 
d) for i from 2 while (t := (abs ds < eps I t + 7 I 7)) ~ tirn do 
e) begin mn := f(i) ; 







sum plus (ds 
end· _,
sum 
A call using euler: 
m[k] := ds end; 
:= (abs mn < abs m[n] An< 76 - -
n plus 7; m[n]:= mn; mn I 2 I mn)) 
m) euZer ((inti) real : (od.d i I -7 0 i I 7 / i), 110-5, 2) 
11.7. The norm of a vector 
a) proa norm = (ref[ 7 : ] real a) real : 
£ the eualidean norm of the veator a£ 
b) (Zang real s := Zang O; 
c) for k to upb a do s plus Zeng a[k] t 2 ; 
d) short long sqrt(s)) 
For a use of norm as a call, see 11.8.d. 
11. 8. Determinant of a matrix 
a) proc det = {ref[7 :., 7 :] real, a., ref[7: upb a] :f:!!::f!_p) real,: 
b) :!:.f. upb a = 2 upb a 
c) then int n = upb a ; 
ccmment the determinant of the square matrix a of order n by 
the method of Crout with row interchanges: a is repZaced by its 
trianguZar decomposition ix u with aii u[k., k] = 7. The veator p 
gives as output the pivotal, row indiaes; the k-th pivot is chosen 
in the k-th coZwnn of 7, such that abs Z[ i., k] I row norm is 
maxima 7, ccmment 
d) [7 : n] real, v; real, d := 7., r := -7., s., pivot; 
e) for i to n do v[i] := norm (a[i]) ; 






















begin int k7 = k - 7 ; ref int pk = p[k] ; 
ref[., J real, al, = a[., 7 : k7]., au = a[7 : k1] ; 
ref[ J real, ak = a[k]., ka = a[., k]., apk = a[pk]., 
aZk = aZ[k]., kau = au[., k]; 
for i from k to n do 
begin ref real, aik = ka[ i] ; 
:!:.f. (s := abs (aik minus innerproduat 2 (aZ[i]., kau)) J 
v[i]) > r 
then r : = s ; pk : = i ii 
end· _.,
v[pk] := v[k] ;pivot := ka[pk]; 
for j ton do 
begin ref real, akj = ak[j]., apkj = apk[j]; 
r := akj ; akj := if j :,; k then apkj 
else (apkj - innerproduct2 (aZk., au[., j])) I pivot ii; 
il pk =J k then apkj : = -r ii 
end· _.,
d times pivot 
end· _.,
A cali using det: 
aa) det (y2., i1) 
11.9. Greatest common divisor 
.An example of a r~cursive procedure: 
a) proa gad= (int a~ b) int: -- ' 
£ the greatest aommon divisor of two integers£ 
b) (b = O I abs a I gad (b, a+: b)) 
A call using gad: 
c) gad (n., 124) 
11.10. Continued fraction 
An example of a recursive operation: 
a) EE. I = ([ 1 : J real a ; [1 : upb a] real b) real : 
aomment the Value of a/bis that of the aontinued fraation 
a1 I (b 1 + a2 I (b2 + .•• an I bn) ••. ) aomment 
b) (?!££a= 1 I a[7J / bC7J I a[7J / (b[1J + a[2 :JI b[2: 1J)) 
A f onnula using /: 
c) x1 I y1 
{The use of recursion may often be elegant rather than efficient 
as in 11.9 and 11.10. See, however, 11.11 and 11.14 for examples in 
which recursion is of the essence.} 
11.11. Formula manipulation 
a) begin UYJ,ion form = (ref canst., ref var., ref tripZe., ref caZZ) ; 
b) struct canst = (reaZ vaZue) ; 
c) struct EE£_= (string name., reaZ vaZue); 
d) struct trip Ze = ( form Zeft operand., int operator., form right operand) ; 
e) struct function = (ref EE£_ bound var., form body) ; 
f) struct caZZ = (ref function function name., form parametex>); 
g) int pZus = 1., minus= 2., times= 3., by= 4., to= 5; 
h) canst zex>o., one ; vaZue £f. zex>o := 0 ; vaZue £f. one = 1 ; 
i) QJ2_ = = (form a., ref canst b) booZ : 
{ref canst ec; (ea : := a I vaZ ec :=: b I faZse)) ; 
j ) QJ2.. + = ( form a., b) form : 
(a= zero I b I: b = zero a I tnpZe := (a., pZus., b)); 
k) QJ2.. - = (form a., b) form: (b = zero I a I tx>ipZe := (a., minus., b)); 
1) QJ2.. x = (form a., b) form : 
m) 
( a = zero · v b = zex>o I zex>o I : a = one I b I : b = one I a 
tripZe := (a., times., b)); 
QJ2.. I = (form a; b) form : 
(a= zero A b = zero zero I: b = one I a I tripZe ·-. (a., by.,b)) ; 
n) QJ2.. t = (form a., ref canst b) form . . 
(a = one v (b ·-· . . zero) I one I: b .- . one la I tripZe ·-. (a., to., 
o) proc dex>ivative of = (form e., a with x>espect to Q ref 'EE:!' x) form : 
p) begin x>ef aonst ec ; ref EE£_ ev ; x>ef tx>ipZe et ; ref aaZZ ef; 
q) ~ ec., ev., et., ef : : = e in 
r) zero aomma 
s) (vaZ ev :=: x I one I zero) acmma 
t) ( form u = Zeft operand £f. et., ·v = x>ight opex>and £f_ et., 
u) udash = derivative of (u., .£. with x>espeat to .£.X)., 
v) vdash = derivative of (v., .£. with respect to !!.,X); 
w) ~ operator £f. et in 
x) udash + vdash., udash - vdash., 
y) u x vdash + udash-·x v., (udash - et x vda.sh) Iv., 
z ) ( ea : : = v I v x u t ( aonst a ; 
aa) vaZue £f. a := vaZue £f. ea - 1 ; a) x udash) esaa) acmma 
b)) ; . 
11. 11. continued 
ab) ref function f = function name 2i. ef ; 
ac) form g = parameter 2l. ef ; 
ad) ref var y = bound var 2l. f ; 
ae) funation fdash := (y, derivative of (body 2.i.f, y)); 
af) (aaZZ := (fd,a,sh, g)) x derivative of (g, x) 
ag) esaa 
ah) end £ derivative £; 
ai) proa vaZue of = (form e) reaZ : 
aj) begin ref aonst ea ; ref EEr.. ev ; ref tripZe. et ; ref aaZZ ef; 
ak) ~ ea, ev, et, ef : := e in 
al) vaZue 2l. ea aomma 
am) vaZue 2l. ev aomma 
an) (reaZ u = vaZue of (Zeft operand 9f.. et), 
ao) v = vaZue of (right operand 2l. et) ; 
ap) ~ operator 9.f et in 
aq_) u + v, u - v, u x v, u Iv, exp (v x Zn(u)) esaa) 
a.r) aomma 
as) ref function f = function name 9f.. ef; 
at) vaZue E.f. bound var Qi f := vaZue of (parameter Qi ef) ; 
au) vaZue of (body Et. f) 
av) esaa 
aw) end £ vaZue of£; 
ax) form f, g; ~ a := ("a", skip), b := ("b", skip), x .- ("x", skip) ; 
ay) start here: 
az) read ( (vaZue 9.f a, vaZue 2l. b, vaZue 2l. x)) ; 
ba) f :=a+. x I (b + x); g := (f + one) I (f - one); 
bb) print ( (vaZue E.f. a, vaZue 2l. b, vaZue 2l. x, 
vaZue of (derivative of (g, £ with respeat to £X)))) 
be) end 
11.12. Information retrieval 
a) begin£ autrzors and titZes enquiry system£ 
struot book= (string titZe., ref book next)., 
auth = (string name., ref auth next., ref book book)., 
b) ref book book ; ref auth auth., first auth := niZ, Zast auth ; 
c) string name., titZe ; int i ; fiZe input., output ; 
d) open (input.,.,remote in); oreate (output., remote out); 
e) put (output., (reset., 




d h . ff ., • a,:_spaoe,:.,_an.:... 1,,s.:,_name.:... ., new 1,,1,,ne., 
11to .:..enter:... a.:..new:..faook.,,:__type:_""book "".,:... a,:__spaoe ,,:__the,:__ name:... 
of.:...the.:,_author.,:_a.:...new:.,_Zine.:...and:...the:.,_titZe.:..."., new Une., 
"f or,:;__a:_ Usting.:_of :..the.:_]Jooks:...bY.:... an:... autrzor ,:_type:..""Ust "",.:... 
ndh . ff .,. a,:__spaoe.,:_a :.,_ 1,,s:._name:... ., new 1,,1,,ne., 
"to:...find.:...the.:... author .:..of.:... a.:..book,.:...type .:..""find"",:... 
a.:...new.:...Zine.:...a:ad.:...the.:...titZe:..." ., new Une., 
j) 11to.:.,.end.,!..type.:...1" 1end""· II ., new Une)) ; 
k) proo update = expr if.. vai first auth :=: niZ 
1) then auth := first auth := Zast auth := auth := (name., niZ, niZ) 
m) eZse auth := first auth; whiZe vaZ auth ::f.: niZ do 
n) (name = name Ef.. auth I known I auth := next Ef.. auth) ; 
o) Zast auth := next Ef.. Zast auth := auth := 
auth := (name., niZ, niZ) ; 
p) known: skip tf:..; 
q) oUent: inf (input., f_o ("author"., "p"Dok"., "Ust"., "find"., "end"., 1111)., 










~ i in autrzor., pubZ . ., Ust., find., end., error~; 
in (input., name) ; update ; oUent ; 
in (input., (name., titZe)J; update; 
:fl vai __ pook Ef.. auth :=: niZ 
then book of auth :=book:= titZe., niZ) 
eZse book:= book of auth; whiZe vaZ next Ef.. book ::f.;' niZ do 
(titZe = titZe Ef. book I oUent I book := next Ef. book) ; 




aa) Zist: in (input, name); update; 
ab) outf (output, fp"author::..."30aZZl, name) ; 
ac) :ff.. va Z (book : = book gf_ auth) : =: ni Z 
ad) then put ( output, "no.:_PubZioations ") 
ae) eZse whiZe vaZ book :=/-: niZ do 
af) begin :ff.. Zine number (output)= max Zine[remote out] 




















11author: ,:_1130a47k 11oontinued"ZZ[; name) 
tf:..; outf ( output, f.BOaZ[; titZe gf_ book) ; 
book : = next Qi. book 
fi; oZient ; 
in (input, aoo string, titZe)); auth := first auth; 
whiZe vaZ auth ::/: niZ do 
begin book := book Qi. auth ; whiZe vaZ book :=/-: niZ do 
if. titZe = titZe Qi. book 
end· _,
oZient ; 
then outf (output, [Z 11author: :..."3 Oaf.,, 
name £i. auth) ; oZient 
eZse book := next Q[_ book 
tf:.. ; auth := next £i auth 
outf ( output, [.ZZ 11unknown"L) ; 
put (output, (new page, 11signed:...off")) ; 
oZose (input,) ; oZose (output,). 
put (output, (new Zine, ''mistake,:,_try:._again. "}) ; 
new Zine (input); oZient 
11.13. Cooperating sequential processes 
a) begin int ronb magazine sZots., ronb produaers., ronb aonsumers; 
b) read ((ronb magazine sZots., nmb produaers., ronb aonsumers)); 
c) [7 : ronb produaers]fiZe infiZe., [1 : ronb aonsumers]fiZe outfiZe; 
d) for i to ronb produaers do 
e) open (infiZe[i]., inahanneZ[i]); 
f) £ the muZtipZe vaZues inahanneZ and outahanneZ are 
g) defined in a surrounding range£ 
h) for i to ronb aonsumers do 
i) open (outfiZe[i]., outahanneZ[i]); 
j) mode PE.fl!!..= [7: 60., 7: 732] ahar; 
k) [7 : nmb magazine sZots] ref 'eEIJ.f!_ magazine; 
1) int £ pointers of a ayaZia magazine £ 
m) index := 1., exdex := 1., 
n) £ generaZ semaphores£ 
o) fuZ'Z sZots := O., free. s·Zots := ronb ma(J.azine sZots., 
p) £ binary semaphores £ 
q) in buffer busy:= 1., out buffer busy:= 7; 
r) proa par aaZZ = (proa (int) p., int n) : 
s) £ aaZZs n inaarnations of pin paraZZeZ £ 
t) (n > 1 I par (p (n)., par aaZZ (p., n - 1)) I p (7)) ; 
u) proa produaer = ( int i) : 
v) do (PE.fl!!.. page ; get (infiZe[ i]., page) ; 
w) down free s Zots ; down in buffer busy ; 
x) magazine[ index] .:= page ; 
y) index modb nmb magazine s Zots p Zus 1 ; 
z) Y:E.. fuZZ sZots ; Y:12. in buffer busy) ; 
aa) proa aonsumer = (int i) : 
ab) do (EEfJ.f!.. page ; down fuZZ sZots ; 
ac) down out buffer busy ; page := magazine[exdex] ; 






"!:!E_ free s Zots ; Y:E_ out buffer busy ; 
put (outfiZe[i]., page)) ; 
EE:! (par aaZZ (produaer., nmb produaers)., 


























11.14. Towers of Hanoi 
a) begin proa p = '(int me, de, ma} : 
b) if. ma > 0 
c) then p (me, 6-me-de, ma - 7} ; 
d) out (stand out, (me, de, ma}} ; 
e) £ move from peg 'me ' to 'peg 'de ' pieae nwnber 'ma' a 































for k to 7 d.o · 
( outf ( stand out, fZ"k= 112zd7,,, 
n (max int) (2(2(4(3(d)x}x)::c)7,,) i, k) ; 
p (7 ,2, k)} 
123 .311 322 121 
133 211 232 131 124 321 312 211 323 131 
123 311 322 12:t 134 231 212 311 233 121 
313 231 21?. 311 324 121 132 231 123 311 
133 211 232 131 124 321 312 211 323 131 
213 321 012 211 234 131 122 321 133 211 
323 1-31 122 321 314 211 232 131 213 321 
133 211 232 131 124 321 312 211 323 131 
123 311 62?. 121 134 231 212 311 233 121 
313 231 2:L2 311 324 121 132 231 123 311 
233 121 132 231 214 311 322 121 313 231 
123 311 322 121 134 231 212 311 233 121 
313 23:l. 212 311 324 121 132 231 123 311 
233 121 132 231 214 311 322 121 313 231 
123 :31:t ~122 121 134 231 212 311 233 121 
































Given below are the locations of the· first, and sometimes other, 
instructive appearances of a number of words which, in Chapters 1 up to 
10 of this Report, have a specific technical meaning. A word appearing 
• • • ( II t . fl fl t . II It t . d" in different grammatical forms _e ._g. con ain , con ains , con aine , 
"containing") is given once, usually as infinitive (e.g. 11contain11 ). 
action 2.2, 2.2.5 
ALGOL 68 program 4.4 
apostrophe 1.1.6.c 
applied occurrence 4.1.2.a 
appoint 6.0.2.a 
a priori value 5.1.0.2.b 
arithmetic value 2.2.3.1.a 
assign 2.2.2.1, 8.3.1.2.c 
asterisk 1.1.2.a 
automaton 1.1.1.a 
backfile 10.5.1.aa, cc 
balance 6 
blind alley 1.1.2.d 
case clause 9.4.b, c, d, e 
channel 10.5.1.aa, bb 
character 2.2.3.1.a, f 
close a file 10.5.1.ii 
coercend 8 
collateral 2.2.5, 6.2.2.a 
colon 1.1.2.a 
comma 1.1.2.a 
compatible 5.5.1.dd, nn 
compile 2.3.c 








create a file 10.5.1.gg 
defining occurrence 2.2.2.c 
4.10.2.a 
denote 1.1.6.c 
deproceduring 8.2, 8.2.2 
dereferencing 8.2, 8.2.1 
describe 2.2.3.3.b 
descriptor 2.2.3.3.a 
direct constituent 1.1.6.e 
direct production 1.1.2.c 
divided by 2.2.3.1.c 
edit 5.5.1.11 
elaborate collaterally 6.2.2.a 




end of file 10.5.1.cc 
English language 1.1.1.b 
envelope 1.1.6.j 
environment enquiry 10.1 
equivalent to 2.2.2.h 
establish a file 1 0 ._5 .1 ~•gg 
expect 5.5._1.gg 
extended language 1.1.1.a 
extension 1.1. 7 




file 5.5.1.aa, 10.5.1, 1_0.5.1.ee 
firm position 8.2 
firmly coerced from 4,_4._3.a 
following 1.1.6.a 
formal language 1 •. 1 .1 • b 
format 2.2.3, 2.2.3.4, 5.5 
halt 6.0.2.a 
hardware language 1.1.8.b 
heap 8.5.1 
hipping 8.2, 8.2.7 
hold 2.2 
home 4.1.2.b 
human being 1.1.1.a 
hypernotion 1 • 3 
hyphen 1.1.6.c.iv 




length number 2.2.3.1.b 
list of metanotiqns 1.1.3.c 
list of notions i.1.2.c 
literal 5 
lock a file 1O~5~1.jj 
loosely related 4.4.3.c 
lower bound 2.2.3.3.b 
lower state 2.2.3.3.b 
marked 8.6.1.2 






mode 1.1.6.i, 2.2.4.1.a 
multiple value 2.2.3, 2.2.3.3 
name 2.2.2.1, 2.2.3.5 
nil 2.2.2.1, 2.2.3.5.a 
indication-applied occurrence 4.2.2.a notion 1.1.2.a 
indication-defining occurrence object 2.2 
2.2.2.c, 4.2.2.a 
indit 5.5.1.mm 
initiate 2.2.2.g, 6.0.2.a 
input 5.5.1.aa, 10.5 
instance 2. 2. 1 
integer 2.2.3.1.a, b, c, d 
integral equivalent 2.2.3._1.f 
internal object 2.2.1 
interrupt 6.0.2.a 
in the reach of 4.4.2.c 
in the sense of numerical analysis 
2.2.3.1.c 
lar§e syntactic marks 1.1.2.a 
layout procedure 10.5.2.1 
object program 2.3.c 
offset 2.2.3.3.b 
of the same mode as 2.2.2.h 
open a file 10.5.1.ff 
operator-applied occurrence 4.3.2.a 
operator-defining occurrence 
2.2.2.c, 4.3.2.a 
original l. 1 • 6. c 
other syntactic marks 1.1.2.a 
output 5.5._1.aa, 10.5 
paranotion: l.1.6.c 
pass on 6 
permanent 2.2.2.a 






possibly intended 2.3.c 







proceduring 8.2, 8.2.3 
production 1.1.2.e 
production rule 1.1.2.a 
productive 1.1.2.d 
program 1.1.1.a 
proper program 4.4 
protect 6.0.2.d 
protonotion 1.1.2.b 
publication language 1.1.8.b 
quintuple 2.2.3.3.b 
random access 10.5.1.bb 
reach 4.4.2.a, 4.4.2.c 
read 5.5.1.jj 
real number 2.2.3.1.a, b, c, d 
refer to 2.2.2.h 
related 4.4.3.b 
relationship 2.2 
repetitive statement 9.3 
representation 1.1 .8.a 
representation language _1._1._1.a 
reset a file 10.5.1.nn 
resume 6.0.2.a 
routine 2.2.2.f 
rowing _8.2, _8._a.6 
scope _l._1 ._6.i, _a.2._3._5.a 
scratch a file 10.5.1.hh 
select 2.2.3.1.f 
semicolon 1.1.2.a 
sequential access 10.5.1.bb 
set a file 10.5.1.00 
shield 4.4.4.a 
show 4.4.4.b 
smaller than 2.2.2.h 
small syntactic marks 1.1.2.a 
soft position 8_.2 
sort 6 
standard declaration 10.a 
standard file 10.5.1.3 
standard mathematical constant 10.3 
standard mathematical function 10.3 
standard operation 10.2 
standard priority 10.2.0 
straightening 10.5.0.2 
strict language 1.1.1.a 
stride 2.2.3.3.b 
string 5.5.1.bb 
strong position 8.2 
structured value 2.2.3, 2.2.3.2 






synchronization operation 10.4 
syntactic position 8.2 
terminal production 1.1.2.f 
terminator-string 5.5.1.jj 
12 continued 
textual order 1.1.6.a 
times 2.2.3.1.c 
transput 5.5.1.aa, 10.5 
transput declaration 10.5 
true 2.2.3.1.e 
truth value 2.2.3.1.a, e 
united from 4.4.3.a 
uniting 8.2, 8.2~4 
upper bound _2 ._2 •. 3 •. 3. b 
upper state 2.2.3.3.b 
value L1.6.i, 2.2.3 
voiding 8.2, 8.2.8 
weak position _8.2 
widening 2.2.3.1.d, 8.2, 8.2.5 
write 5.5. 1.gg 
{Denn eben, wo Begriffe fehlen, 
Da stellt ein Wort zur rechten Zeit sich ein. 
Faust, J.W. von Goethe.} 
C!:NTRUM 
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